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FOREWORD

PRIMAR - A Program to Improve the Management of Army
Resources has constituted a major effort of the Department
of the Army. Resource management is an increasingly impor-

tant Army responsibility that is growing in complexity and

requires continuous evaluation and revision to insure a modern,

updated, integrated resource planning and programing system.

This study, PRIMAR 3-2, Lmproving Force Programing Pro-
cedures, provides the principal contribution of the Office of the

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Developmert to the PkMAR

effort. The scope of the study has been configured to relate
to the overall PR!MAR activities. It focuses on systems and
components involved in designing, developing, improving, and

formali2ing force programing procedures. It is based on a
broad perspective of managerial functions and at the same time

addresses specific problems and actions to alleviate them.

The study directives require that 3-2 examine ouT current
force programing system and recommend changes to refine and
formalize the process so it will,

Provide timely specification of force requirements.

Develop a balanced force within resource availability.

Integrate readiness goals and levels.

Produce timely force programing guidance.

The PRIMAR 3-2 ;tudy was conducted by OACSOR personnel
selected with c nsideration of background, expertise, and

knowledge of force prcg..aming procedures. This report repre-
sents an independent study which has been accomplished in close
coordinati: n and with considerable assistance from the Army staff

and the principal contractor, McKinsey and Company, Inc.

This study is as complete as time, resources, presert know-

ledge, and priorities permit. Effort has been made to concentrate
on practical improvement procedures that can be executed in the

near timefrare. PRIM4AR 3-2 is oriented to force programers and

their problems within the PRIMAR framework. It does not pretend
to encompass the entire force development cycle or to duplicate

the PRIMAR projects that cover other planning, programing, and
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budgeting activities. Only those data necessary to understand
force programing and its associate problems are set forth, How-
ever, in order to insure a logical context for DA force progrdm-
ing, PRIMAR 3-2 deals with complex subjects that impact on many
interrelated problem areas.

The programing procedures set forth in this study do not
represent a radical departure from the current practIces which
evolved out of the necessity to more effectively program and
manage limited Army resources. In add'-ion to recommending cer-
tal, improvements, a principal contribution of the study is the
systematizing of current, informal procedures and recommended
changes into clearly defined procedures for guiding force pro-
graming actions. Complete adoption of the improved force pro-
graming system and realization of its fullest potential benefits
are primarily dependent upon attainment of full compatibility
of the programs and computer systems support for personnel and
equipment models and force programing. Much effort is already
being extended to attain this compatibility. This study pro-
vides substantial guidance for continuation of these efforts,

The concepts, views, and proposals serve to support and
assist Senior Army Managers and their staff. They are worthy of
consideration by all concerned,
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ABSTRACT

PRD-A. 3-2 examines the Department of the Army Force
Programing Process in the context of designing, developing, improv-
ing, and formalizing force programing procedures. Specific problems
are identified and specific actions are proposed to alleviate them.

The study focuses on the force programing cycle and its associated
problems. However, to provide for an understandi ; of the overall
process, it employs as a point of departure the torce development
cycle.

The report is set forth in a three part edition:

Part I - A short, fast reading summary statement for
senior managers, decision makers, and other busy people. It pro-
vides the gist of tha study.

Part II - Presents the main report and provides suffi-
cient details and facts to support the principal conclusions and
recommendations of the study.

Par. III - Provides the annexes which contain detailed
specifics,

The report is introduced with a brief description of the
developmental rroze~s and a short analysis of the current system
that highlights shortfalls, deficiencies, and potential areas for
improvements. It proceeds to develop in detail improved methodo-
logy, procedures, and specific force programing specifications.
Recommendations and further tasks are set forth and, where approp-
riate, methods of execution, resources required, and alternatives
for improvements are suggest,3.

PRIMAR 3-2 concludes that many of the shortfalls and deficien-
cies can be corrected and considerable improvement in the force
programing process can be realized through speedy adoption of the
study group's recommendations.
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SUMMARY STATEMENT *

OBJECTIVES AND PURPOSES

PRIMAR 3-2, Improving Force Programing Procedures, has been con-

ducted as one of a series of studies to develop the force programing

component of an integrated management system.

1. The development of Force
Programs containing unit readi-

ness objectives.

2. The development of a
balanced force program based on
resource availability.

CSM 67-462 3. Timely specifications of
Prescribed these objectives: .. -qpforce require-ents which affect

detailed resource programs and
budgets.

4. The integration of contingency
and moulizati-n planning with
force and resource programs.

5. Timely and adeq!iate force

programing direction from head-
quarters, DA to subordinate

commands.

6. Define and develop a positive

CSM 68-174 interface link between force
Provided this planning and force pr'gramtng

and additional include frce objectives and

guidance: resource req it rements.
cs' 68-240

Insure I ntegratlrn of mobili-
zation planning and programing.

* Detailed specifics and support for this scmrary statement appear in

Part IT - Main Report and Part ITT - Annexes
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The primary purpose of the PRI'IAR 3-2 Study has been to develop

and define improved force programing procedures. 'The start point forI the improved system is in place or under development.

The study group concentrated on refining and formalizing existing

procedures to accomplish the above objectives with adequate

direction and control by the Department of Army.

OSITION OF PRIMAR 3-2
LINKS WITH OTHERS

The original plan for conducting PRIMAR II presented several

techniques to foster the integration of the overall PRIMAR effort.

Among these techniques were three integrating projects: 1-1, 2-1,

and 3-1 with a monitor group in the Office of the Director of

Studies. However, as PRIMAR II progressed, these integrating

techniques were refined and improved and other projects were

designated as key projects and assigned broader roles and

responsibilities: 3-2. 3-5, 3-1, 3-9. Exhibit S-I on the following

page depicts the key pro,ec's and some of the relationships. With the

PRIVAR mid-point emphasis on a specific syste-, 3-2 Study SchedIle

was revised to deal with detail procedires for the force programirg

components. The PRIMTAR Target System utilizes four basic modes as a

device for describing the Army's Integrated Resource '.anagement System.
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PRIMAR KEY PROJECTS

PROJECT 1-1

INTEGRATA.D READINESS
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

o REVISED

4P
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Exhibit S-2 displays the approximate timing and scope of activities3

associated with each mode.
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The major portion of force programing is accomplished in the

Program Development Mode. However, as indicated in Exhibit S-3/4-2t

(which disp lays the cwenty-six step force programing proctedure), otherj

significant update and revision steps take place in the Program and

Budget Guidance Mode and the Update and Control Mode.
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Throughout the prcgress of the study, PRIMAR 3-2 has maintained

close contact with the other PRIMAR projects so as to provide for thF

required interface and linkages. Revised readiness/force programing

displays were developed in conjunction with Project 1-1; minor

modifications in proposed AFDP format have been adjusted with Project

2-1; the utilization of the proposed programIng volume as major input

for Force Programing Guidance to PBG has been discussed in detail with

Project 3-9; and revised Force Pru,-aming flow charts have been

provided to Project 3-1.

CUYRRNT SISTEV

Shortfalls
Areas or Itr rovements

AR 10-5 and CSR 10-50 assign the ACSFCR the Army General Staff

responsibility for force programing, although all DA staff agencies

are associated and concerned with the process. The system that has

evolved during recent years produces a force program; however, it has

usually resulted into an "after the fact" record.. Since 1965, the

sysem has been characterized by a continuous series of special

capabilities studies precipitated primarily through "unscheduled or

unprogramel" force changes generated by field requirements. Each of

these studies became the controlling factor and substituted for the

normal programing system. In the end this resulted in a statement of

requirements rather than a program that provides guidance and

-- direction for the fi, ld.

9 -6
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1he force programing process has rot been formally defined as to

scope an( detailed procedures and it does not effectively integrate

-nto the system unit readiness or priorities for resource allocation.

Force programing projection and subsequent kllocation of resources

nee;Is to be more closely tied to realistically available resources.

At present, there is no specific system for setting these priorities

and establishing procedures for 1-rsonnel and equipment fill, nor are

there adequate provisions for timely and adequate force programing

direction from Hq DA to subordinate commands. Shortfalls and areas

of improvements are highlighted in several major areas.*

** The system is not clearly defined nor delineated and lacks

cohesiveness and direction.

** Force readiness goals and levels are not effectively

related and integrated into the process.

* The present techniques for developing, structuring, and

producing a force program in consonance with development of the Army

budget are inadequate and poorly timed.

Staff methodology, procedure, and utilization of tools and

techniques for analyses of forces do not provide realistic assessment of

force trade-offs aad balance.

** Force programing projections and allocation of resources are

not tied to realistiually available resources within established

priorities and time frames.

** The Department of the Anny Priority System is not sufficient-

ly definitive and responsive fron, a force programing standpoint.
--------------------------------------- I------------------------------
* For detailed listing of specific shortfalls and areas for improvements,

see PRIMAR 3-2 Master Summary Chart EX S-4.
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The force programing guidance issued by the Army does not

contain sufficient data or detail on programing projections for major

field commanders to adequately plan and program for assigned missions.

* The force programing process does not have an established

mechanism to ensure and require periodic senior Army manager

participation.

However, the current system that has evolved during the past three

years provides the Army Staff with the capability to determine in much

greater detail the availability of resources and improved management

technique in the projection, allocation, and ultimate distribution of

these resources.FROPOSE) IMPROVED PROGRAMING SYSTEM

A 26-STEP PROCEDURE
TOPICS AND TIME PHASING

The ACSFOR with close coordination and assistance of all DA Staff

agencies has primary responsibility for planning, developing, and

programing the world-wide Army Force Structure. The new improved Force

Programing System is set forth in a twenty-six step programing cycle

that results in the production and publication of Army Force Programs.

The program provides a fully structured force and as discussed in this

report covers the time frame for the current year (FY 69), budget year

(FY 70), and budget year plus one (FY 71). FY 71 is the specific year

of focus for this study.
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The proposed system more clearly defines those actions required to

translate a planned force through programing procedures and into the

period of execution. The activities required in the process are grouped

into six cyclic phases for display purposes so as to provide a practical

pattern of the detailed programing cycle. A short input/output

description of the system is displayed at Exhibit S-3, The twenty-six

steps are identified with short descriptive phrases.

The proposed procedures provide for early development of a

tentative budget year force program with effective integration of read-

iness levels and use of improved DA Staff _.Jthodology. Provisions for

accommodating future "Viet Nam type" unr;rogramed requirements are

provided for by closer correlation of the current staff technique of

special capabilities studies with the force programing process on a

periodic routine basis. Other steps provide for the development of a

better balanced force program and improved procedures for use of

priorities and analysis. Steps 13, 15, 20, and 23 provide for quarterly

update actions to insure timely force programing guidance for input to

PBG. Chapter Four presents the complete proposed system.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Force Programing function is one of the cornerstones of the

Army's overall management process. The complexities and difficulties that

have emerged in recent years reflect a "topsy" type growth and expansion.

Improvements, revision, and modernization are required.

S-9
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26-Step Diagram
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PRIMAR 3-2 conclusions are shown in Column II of Exhibit S-4,

the Master Summary Chart. Conclusions cover the following areas:

s An improved system with detailed specifications is required

to correct weaknesses, eliminate shortfalls, and exploit potential

areas of improvements.

* The AFDP is not consistently produced and approved in time

to effectively influence the draft DPMs and other OSD decision-making
I

insiruments.

9 The Army does not produce and publish a complete, timely

Army Force Program.

• Staff methodology and utilization of tools and techniques for

force analyses do not provide realistic assessment of trade-offs and

balance.

* Readiness needs tc be more effectively integrated into the

Force Programing Process

* Processes for Force Programing Guidance and Senior Army

Manager Participation are not adequate.

* Force Programing Techniques for setting priorities, readiness

levels and rules of fill are no. adequate.

* The role and impact of co-ntingency anfl mobilization planning

in the Force Pr-ograming System are not well dei tied.

* Force Programing procedures to cope with OSD methodology and

procedures require improvements. -
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Recommendations have been proposed to overcome obstacles and to

provide the force programer with an improved system and procedures to

include methodolr-gy and specifications. Primarily, PPIMAR 3-2 provides

improvements in the fnllowing areas:

System specifications for developing, producing, and publish-

ing the Army Fnrce Program.

Expanding the scope and utillt~v -f the AFDP by focusing on a

programing volume.

Integrating readiness into the force programing process.

Improved procedures and methodology for determining force

requirements/improvements to include analysis and balance.

Tools and techniques for setting priorities, rules of fill,

and developing force trade-offs.

Improved force programing guidance for the field.

Senior Army Manager participation.

Interpretation of OSD decision and procedures for request for

changes.

Correlation of contingency and mobilization planning with

force programing.

Chapter Five and the appropriate supporting Annexes provide

detailed discLission and amplification to include tasks for further

requirements. For comparison overview of conclusions, recomm~endations

and further tasks see Exhibit S-4, Master Summary Chart.

S I J12
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND APPROACH

GENERAL:

The £RIMAR 3-2 Project, Improving Force Programing Proce-

dures, is one of the key separate studies in the DA Program to

Improve the Management of Army Resources (PRIMAR). It provides

the principal contribution of the Office of the Assistant Chief

of Staff for Force Development to the PRIMAR effort and has

been configured to assure compatibility with the other PRI1AR

projects. The concepts, pioposals, and improved responsive

measures developed by this study will serve to support and

assist senior Army managers and their staffs. The study is

as complete as time, resources, present knowledge, and priori-

ties permit. Every effort has been made to concentrate on practi-

cal improvement procedures that can be executed in the near time-

fr ae and that fit into the major compone ts of the PRIMAR target

sy 3 tem.

tPURPOSE AND PROBLEM*

Ie purpose of the PRIMAR 3-2 study is to develop and define

improved force prograrniag procedures. The system procedures and

specifications as outlined in subsequent chapters, primarily in

Chapter Four, are an extension and a further refinement and formali-

* zation of the present force programing system. The specific prob-

le presented to PRIMAR 3-2 involve the following:

The force prograning process is not adequately defined,

standardized, and formalized st the Department of Army level.
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Force programing has not yet been closely tied to readi-

ness goals.

Processes for developing Army force programing procedures

have not been spelled out.

Tools, techniques, and mechanisms for analyzing and balanc-

ing force programs based on resource availabilipy are not adequate

and in being for utilization.

Force programing guidance to include priorities for the

projection/allocation/distribution of DA resources is not formally

documented.

Specifications for uniform rules of fill for use in the

personnel and equipment projection/distribution models have not

been designed.

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of the PRIMAR 3-2 study is to analyze the present

force programing system and recommend changes to refine and formalize

force programing procedures which will provide timely and justified

specification of force requirements and improvements; to develop a

balanced force within resource availability; and to provide timely

force programing guidance to major commands to include integration

of readiness g .-ls and levels. Further additional objectives of a

more Seneralized nature include:

Improvements for the methodology of interpreting OSD deci-

Sioes and procedures for processing requests for change to these

4ecisions.
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More effective correlation of contingency and mobiliza-

tion planning with force programing.

Improved mechanisms for insuring periodic participation

of senior Army managers.

SCOPE AND DEFINITION:

The scope of the study supports the overall PRIMAR effort.

It focuses on systems and components involved in the design,

devflopment, imp,-ovement, and formalization of force programing

procedures. It is based on a broad perspective of managerial

functions and at the same time addresses specific problems and

actions to alleviate them. It deals with some complex subjects

that encompass many interrelated problem areas which extend be-

yond the boundary of our present knowledge. However, effort has

been made to identify those tasks required for further research

and exploration. PRIMAR 3-2 is oriented to force programers and

their problems. It focuses on the force programing component and

does not pretend t- address the entire force development cycle or

to duplicate other PRIMAR projects that are concerned with other

planning, programing, and budgeting activities. Only those data

necessary for improvement are set forth herein.

A detail glossary of terms and other programing "pentagonese"

used in this study can be found in Annex I of Part III. For the

purpose of this study, force programing is 6ciined as that process

which translates approved forcc requirements of the Army from its

existing structure to a detailed force structure by specific type

1-3



unite, to include unit readiness levels and priority allocation of

those resources authorized by OSD. It includes action taken to

activate, inactivate, or reorganize units in the Army force struc-

ture and covers programed as well as "unprogramed" or emergency

requirements. It is the link between force planning and force

execution and encompasses the action required to program, manage,

and control the force structure cf the Army over a specified

period of time.

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY:

The PRLNAR 3-2 study approach and procedures were developed

in accordance with the guidance and assistance of tie OAVCofS

(DofS), representatives of the principal Dntrac.or, McKinsey and

Company, Inc., and OACSFOR. Although the oriinal acrivatin date

and study schedule set for 3-2 were somewhat behind other PRDIAR

projects, the time lag aiid coordination difficulties were largely

overcome by adjustment of priorities with a realignment and re-

vision of study products. The study effort was conducted in the

following phases:

Organizing and blocking out the entire study effort con-

comitantly with development of a detailed study plan.

Research, survey, and analysis of the current system wiich

included identification of shortfalls, deficiencies, and potential

aresa for improvement in the force programing process.
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Designing and developing concepts, components, and de-

tailed specifications for improvements. Identification of new

areas and assignment of additional tasks with study schedule

revision.

Producing and conducting a comprehensive in-process review.

4Finalizing, ascemblhng, staffing, and publishing the study

product to include development of action documents.

The final study product is presented in three parts:

Part I A short, fast reading summary statement for

senior managers, decision makers, and other

busy people. Provides the gist of the study.

Part II The maii, discussion and presentation of the

entire report. It provides sufficient facts

and details to support the principal con- j
clus.,ns and recommendations cf the study.

Part III Annexes. Provides further detailed spci- I
fics of processes and administrative

data.

The main report is covered in five chapters - the first and

Vsecond chapters introduce the report and provide the reader a back-

k ground overview of the force development cycle. Chapter Three taket

* a critical look at the current force programing system for the pur-

pose of identifying ana isolating shortfalls and potential areas

for improvement.

Chapter Four contains the: major effort and contributions of

1 1-5
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the study and presents the improved force programing 3ystew.

Detailed system specifictions are set forth in a series of 26

time-phased sequential programing stcps.

Finally, Chapter Five concludes the study with a concise

presentation of the principal conclusions and recommendations.

A short discussion highlighting the action and documents to

implement the improved system conciudes the chapter.

ASSUMPTIONS:

PRIMAR 3-2 has avoided formal assumptions so as to preclude

inadvertent omission :f potentially important facets of the force

programing problem. However, a few conditional assumptions became

revelant as the study progressed. These are presented in the

appropriate annex covering the specific process involved, i.e.,

Annex C (A Technique for Establishing Readiness Levels). In

addition, PRIMAR 3-2 proceeded on tne implied assumption that

current, on-going staff actions to provide for the interface of

OSD's Army and Marine Corps Force Classification System with

DOD's Five Year Defense Program (FYDP) and the Army Management

Structure (Fiscal Code) will be successful.
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' CHAPTER TWO

THE FORCE DEVEU)FMET CYCLE PlAWM AND P!2GK (AP)

GNMERAL:

The plann.ng and programing functions of the Army Force Development

Planving Process are displayed below.

A?~J
THE DCVELDPKLNT Of IrOCES

PLANNING _________________
(VOL V)L

FORuE F F -RCE

arood torce oali Force US ArM D Approved Force Force D Force D rercea

of Unified :oe- Pl3Minr M3Jective E Scructuring and Improvements E bests E in

andrs: Guide Force C Analysis (BY+I) Modernize- C Analysis C Sing
Misions [ I ton I (BY)

;ocrine S belsnce S S
Studlea ASOP I Reatliness I I

0 Trade-Ofs 0 0

N N N
S S S

DPIS DFI6 we
,DG! D6M PCD

PCOS PUSP5

The development process spans the sp-ctrum of force development, and

involves the planning and programing actions of the OSD, Joint, and Army

systems. In the process, the force planner and the force programer work

in close coordination to develop and maintain an Army force structure
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with balanced combat, combat support, and combat service support forces.

Force planning develops the level and structure of Army forces required

within a finite time frame to accomplish approved national security ob-

jectives. Force programing translates thi- approved force plan into a

dete Ked force program by type and specific units, with assigned unit

readiness goals and priorities for the projection/allocation of resources.

THE AFDP - HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS

The Army Force Development Plan is the principal vehicle for force

development within the Army Staff and the Army's primary instrument for

planning changes to the Five Year Defense Program (FYDP). Recommenda-

tions of the AFDP are based on a detailed analysis of the approved

force program and consider the missions, objectives, and force levels

stated in the BASE and the ASP. The first AFDP was published by OACSPOR

subsequent to establishment as an Army Staff agency in 1963. The initial

document addressed the 1964-1983 time period and presented a range of

alternative forces and a comparison of alternative force capabilities to

execute Army strategy. The APDP replaced a document that was essen-

tially a long-range strategic plan prepared within the ODCSOPS. Except

for 1966, a complete edition of the AFDP has been published annually

since 1963. The 1966 AFDP was an abridged edition because of the im-

pace of the rapid SEA build-up on Army force planning. The 1964 and

1965 editions proposed force structure changes to correct weaknesses

and deficiencies identified by detailed analysis of the FYDP force basis.
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During this period, the building block concept utilized to portray in-

cremental force changes and the propor-.d organization of the Airmobile

Division were introduced. Subsequent editions presented the Division

Force Equiv&lenta (DFE) concept with their associated initial and

sustaining support increments (ISI, SSI), for packaging a division and

* its supporting elements within a specific theater. Materiel procurement,

readiness information, and cost data displays have also highlighted sig-

nifilcant improvements. Depicted below is the historical development of

the AFDP to include the presentation of alternative forces, the intro-

duction of new techniques, and other evolutionary changes.

allg

AID? ISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS

aRLYEAR DATE APPROV[2 TOMC PM16AU LTRNAIIVF n11 CONCEPTS AMS CNAJII2

ATO? 643 % Prsened a ane o 16-16 first Amay foce eveomtFlagsprsented

of the riD?. Alternatives the structuare.
were assigned to improve eon- JIOP coats presented Os a groos overall

nsea.. Alternatives were In- Readiness presentodlees tosm guastlta-

not Involve asIncrease In training. avd ..Lerltl.

ArDP 66.85 20 lk. 6S heerv .~ ;7 Altrria es A -laso h frsbsspo ml

In WE). aselysla ( ne Idiit. n)

t 06411ra 8 Isragtim OWaisd 04e101a1las k~atlmo
syaten to rnclved tesepea eae atta

producd. prsente the ntelced &ent'Amu ole s essesea.

AFDP 66.87 24 ,JUL 6 fou T tome w~.ae presented. The Clsailcal Syrsat: os. am

Statilaned Major Fooree
Tmated agnet a war gam. sambilaatlas

scenario.
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As indicated above, the AFDP contributea to a variety of broad

V functions which include:

Plan and program for effective use of Army resources.

Identify weaknesses of the FYDP force basis.

Forecast manpower and materiel costs.

Provide force modernization guidance.

In short, the AFDP carries the Army from what it thinks it should

have to execute the military strategy to an evaluation and detailed

analysis of what it can have and how and when to get it. The force

planning/programing functions merge in the translation of a required,

planned type force structure into a programed, detailed type force

structure. The APD development process is depicted at Exhibit 2-3,

AFDP Preparation Schedule.

THE NW AFDP

Based on the PRIMAR II, Project 2-1 study recommendations that

were concurred in by the majority of the Army Staff, the AFDP is to

be developed and published annually in two volumes. A time-phased

publication schedule in shown at Exhibit 2-4, Publication Schedule.

A two volume Army Force Development Plan describes more accurately

the planning and programing process by which the Army force structure

is developed. The two volumes are referred to as the AFDP, Volume I,

The Army Force Development Plan, and AFDP, Volume II, The Army Force

Program.

Volume I, the Army Force Development Plan, is primarily a re-

designation of the current AFDP publication. It will continue to
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function as the vehicle for displaying the structure of the approved

Army force for the mid and long range periods.

Volume II, the Army Force Program, provides the link between

force planning and force programing. Volume II is designed to por-

tray the approved, detailed force structure for the short-range period

that is referred to as the budget year force program. This volume

reflects the force structured within OSD constraints so as to obtain

the best possible force balance to execute the approved military

strategy.

The draft CSR, Preparation of Army Force Development Plan, at Tab B

to Chapter Five, prescribes the objectives, responsibilities, and pro-

cedures for the annual preparation of the Army Force Development

Plan (AFDP)

The use of each volume of the AFDP, as it relates to staff func-

tions and responsibilities, is discussed below so that a proper per-

spective of the overall planning and programing process is provided.

VOLUME I, THE ARMW FORCE DEVELOPMENT PLAN

The Army Force Development Plan is begun in May; coordinated

with the Army Staff, briefed and forwarded to the CofSA for approval

by 15 January. On approval of the CofSA, the plan in published and

iorwarded to the Secretary of the Army vrith the recommendation that

the AFDP be approved and forwarded to OSD for use by DPM authors in

development of the "For Comnt" DPM. The Army Force Development

b Plan displays the Army's approved force structure for the mid- and

2-5
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long-range periods. Volume I normally focuses on the force structure

for the budget year plus one (BY+l) which is the initial out-year in

the mdd-range period. It concentrates on organizational changes, re-

source requirements, ard costs associated with the introduction of

new doctrine and materiel. Force changes for the remaining out-years

are shown as additions or deletions to the BY+l force. The scope of

Volume I includes a detailed analysis of the approved force in light

of the decisions missions, objectives, and guidance established within

the DA Staff, prescribed by DPM's, and received from higher authority.

Active and Reserve Component forces are structured, readiness goals

are assigned, and resource allocation guidance is formulated to execute

the approved military strategy.

Additional requirements to support and round cut the forces are

prepared and presented. Force and resource additions or adjustments

which are over and above OSD constraints may form the basis for im-

madiate submission of PCR's in an attempt to influence the FYDP up-

date in March; in any event, the force and resource adjustments are

available to influence the development and preparation of the up-

coming cycle of DPM's and also serve as the basis for PCR reclama

and DPIM coment.

VOIg I, OBJECTIVES

Analyse the approved out-year forces in light of the missions,

objectives, decisions, and guidance established within the DA Staff

and x :eived from higher authority.
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Develop and test a force within general OSD constraints to most

nearly execute the approved military strategy.

Assign Active and Reserve Component force readiness goals.

Provide a basis for allocation of resources to support the

force readiness goals.

Structure the CONUS support base to include the presentation

of a stationing plan.

Develop manpower, training, and materiel priorities and al-

location guidance.

Provide guidance for the development of materiel, systens,

and doctrine modernization programs for mid-range and long range
i periods.

Analyze previously approved force personntl, training,

i [ logistics, and other factors affecting force and resource structuring.

Provide materiel, personnel, training, and estimated cost im-

plications of the AFDP approved force.

Test the feasibility of the AFDP force and its determinant factois.

Provide force planning guidance to the Army Staff, Army oper-

ating agencies, and commands.

AFDP REVIEW AND EVALUATION BOARD

The AFDP Review and Evaluation Board assists the ACSOR in the

overall coordination and preparation of the Army Force Development

Plan. The board is chaired by and meets at the call of the ACSFOR

representative. Representatives of the heads of Army General Staff

agencies and from the Office of the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff,
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Army, will comprise the board and will be at division chief level or as

designated by the major staff agency. Each AFDP Review and Evaluation

Board member monitors the contributions of his respective staff agency

to the preparation of the AFDP, keeps his agency informed of progress

and problems, and causes co-rective action to be taken within his

respective agency, as required. The board is empowered to make ad-

justments in AFDP missions, tasks and objectives provided the staff

agencies concur in the adjustments.

VOL ME II, THE ARMY FORCE PROGRAM

Volume II, The Army Force Program, the AFDP, structures in de-

tail the approved force program for the upcoming budget year. The

program focuses on the short range period and is based on "real

world" requirenents and considerations. The force programer uses

the approved Volume I as a start point to develop a tentative bud-

got yasar force that culminates a year later in the approval and

publication of AFDP, Volume II. Volume II concentrates on the bud-

get year force and includes the baseline structure plus any tempor-

ary forces approved for the budget year. Volume II displays a

detailed force structure, assigns readiness goals, establishes de-

aired readiness |t'eis and organizational levels and provides a

projection of asset availability, priorities, and DA capability and

support. Volume II will include a detailed troop list of the budget

year force to include schedule of activations, inactivations, and

reorganizations. The scope of Volume II also provides a stationing

plan, the budget year force deployment capability, and timely force

programing and advarced planning guidance to field commands and agencies.
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Volume II is the basic source for force programing guidance input

will address in detail the Program Budget Guidance.) Output from the

AryForce Program is continuous from the initial development of the tenta-

tiebudget year troop list through the planned quarterly updates that ex-

tedinto the execution year. The output provides data for identifying

changes to the force program, justifying PCR's for force improvements, and

presenting an effective, rational Army view at Congressional Budget and

Apportionment hearings. Exhibit 2-5 highlights the principal uses and ob-fj e c t i v e s o f V o l u m e I I . V L E 1 A U S Z g I SE -

Major Comands & Agencies

Guidance for COS, CBE

Guidance (Provides) FreIpoeet

C ommand s PC R oc qrvmt

Stat iofin3 Data
Bas's For ASO

PBG (input)

ci COAC D.eiled Proa

JSCP/ASCP rudts Rtesource Prof~ctiona

I)4E AFXY FORCE PROCGA Stgetao

BudgetCapability

Developmnt rdofB

App,rt tormeni:n ae raeof

Troop List load! to. Mdom I set ion

Act ivat ions
,acet iver ioas
Reorganizsation&
Deployments 2-9



FORCE PROGRAMING ADVISORY GROUP

A Force Programing A&zisory Group will be established to assist

ACSFOR in the preparation ot AFDP Volume Il - The A7 , Force Program.

The group will review, evaluate, and recommend force programing and

force trade-off actions, especially those adjustments in the tenta-

tive budget year force necessitated by the Army and Marine Corps

Land Forces DPH. These adjustments are required during the short

time between the receipt of the DPM and the forwarding of the force

basis to Army Budget Program Directors.

The Force Programing Advisory Group will be chaired by OACSFOR.

Major Program and Program Element Directors of the Five Year De-

fense Program Structure will designate force proponents to represent

the program elements within their responsibility. Major Program

Directozs will be notified of program elements to be considered at

each meeting and will send force proponents to Force Programing Ad-

visory Group meetings at the call of the chairman. As required, a

COA representative will provide to the board the functioiial guidance

and policy developed by the (--A.

SUIGESTED SAMPLE FORMT

The suggested AFDP sample format at Tabs A and D were develoned

by PRD4AR 2-1 and modified ;lightly by PRIMAR 3-2. The analyses and

data pecified in the sample formats are not in all cases within

current capabilities. The saple formats provide specifications for

the type information requirid in an orderly, responsive planning and

programing process. Thus, responsible staff agencies should develop
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the capability to provide the required information. A CSM initiates

the annual planning cycle, prescribes the AFDP format, and specifies

the level of detail required for the analyses. The recommendations

and decisions of the Review and Evaluation B-ird and force programing

group may also influence the content and rormat of the AFDP. Prepara-

tion techniques and staff relationships and responsibilities are

i I diucussed in the proposed CSk at Tab B to Chapter Five.

i I

i

i'I
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ARMY FORCE DEVELOPMENT PLAN _(AFDP)

VOLUME I - THE ARMY FORCE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
~Preparation

chapter/Annex/Sect ion Responsibility

Summa ry. ACSFOR

Stmmarize the plan's significant aspects;
sumnrize analyses of approved force and im-

provements to the approved forces; include sig-
nificant aspects of effectiveness and costs.

Chapter 1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE ACSFOR

A. General

Present general discussion of the
methodology of the plan, to include limiting
factors.

B. Purpose.

i. Objectives

(Major goals of the plan)

D. Scope

E. Assumptions.

F. Guidance

(Include decisions and guidance which
have significant impact on te plan and are
not included as assumptions)

Chapter 2. FORCE STRUCTURE AND ANALYSIS ACSFOR

(DCSOPS)
A. General

(1) Introduce the chapter.

(2) Summarize significant conclusions and

features of the chapter.

TAB A
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Preparation
Chapter/Annex/Section Responsibility

B. Methodology

(1) Describe techniques used in structuring
the approved force.

(2) Describe method used to identify
improvements to the force.

C. StructurQ

Structure the Army force for the FYDP out
years; obtain the maximum capability and best
balance among combat, combat support and combat
service support elements within announced OSD
constraints. (Troop lists may be included in an
annex).

D. Readiness trCSOPS

Assign force readiness goals.

E. Analyses

Analyze, through wargaming and like
situations, the capability of the approved force
to execute the approved military strategy as
constrained by OSD decisions; identify shortfalls.
(Include detailed analysis in annex, if necessary.)

F. Force Improvements!Adjustments ACSFOR

Develop and justify force and resource
improvements or adjustments to better support and
round out Army forces within major force levels
established by OSD.

(1) Within OSD constraints.

(2) Exceeding selected OSD constraints.

G. Modernization

Identify and analyze force requirements
associated with the introduction of new materiel,
systems, and doctrine.

H. Summary
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Preparation

Chapter/Annex/Section Responsibility

Chapter 3. PERSONNEL AND TRAINING DCSPER

A. General

(I) Introduce the chapter.

(2) Summarize significant conclusions and

features of the chapter.

B. Methodology

(1) Describe technique used to provide quanti-
tative ond qualitative personnel and training analyses
of rhe Approved fcrce.

(2) Describe method used to identify personnel,
manpower, and training improvements to the force.

C. Personnel Management System

(1) Review for adequacy plans to procure, distribute, and
sustain approved out-year force personnel ir: accordance with organiza-

tional levels and manpower spaces allocated zo major commands and

separate agencies by ACSFOR.

(2) Determine personnel and training costs.

(3) Analyze the adequacy of the training base to support

the approved out-year forces.

(4) Analyze the ability of the rotation base to sustain

pcacetime deployments.

(5) Present conclusions of personnel and training analyses

in terms of:

(a) Strengths.

(b) Procurements.

(c) Distribution.

(d) Training.

(e) Sustaining base.
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Preparation

CharterLAnnexiSection Responsibility

D. Key Personnel Policies and Objectives

(1) Describe personnel policies and/or
;a!tcy changes that should be made to reduce
personnel turbulence and problems.

(2) Describe critical personnel policies
for military and civilian personnel.

E. Personnel Improvements/Adjustments

Develop and justify personnel and individual
training improvements or adjustments to better sup-
port and round-out the baseline force.

(1) Within 01 Constraints.

(2) Exceeding selected OSD constraints.

F. Modernization

Through procedures established in AR 611-1,
determine personnel and training requirements associ-
ated with the introduction of new mate-iel, systems,
and doctrines.

G. Summary

Chapter 4. LOGISTICS DCSLOG

A. General

(1) Introduce the chapter.

(2) Sumarize significant conclusions and
features of the chapter.

B. Methodology

(1) Describe method used to compare current
and projected assets with baseline force requirements.

(2) Describe method used to identify logistic
force improvements and resource improvements Zo the force.

C. Structure

In conjunction with ACSFOR, structure the Army

combat service support forces for the FYDP out-years.
(May be included in Chapter 2).
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Prepara tion
Chapter/Annex/Section Responsibl t

D. Readiness

Allocate resources in accordance with

assigned force readiness goals.

E. Analyses

(1) Analyze adequacy of logistical ipport

of baseline force; include detailed analysis of each
of the eleven operation and logistic activities in
the Army Management Structure, AR 37-100 series.

(2) Ccmpare current and projected assets

with baseline force requirements.

(3) Prepare stationing plan.

F. Key Logistical Policies and Objectives

(Identify and examine or explain)

G. Logistic Improvements/Adjustments

Develop and justify logistic improvements or
adjustments to better support and round out the b.se-
line force!

(1) Within OSD constraints.

(2) Exceeding OSD constraints.

? H. Modernization

Identify and analyze logistic requirements

associated with the introduction of new materiel,

systems, and doctrine.

I. Summary
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"ha e L~n~setlonPrepara tion

ChApter 5. MATERIEL MODERNIZATION 
ACSFOR

A. A,-ay Modern~zation Objectives(RD

B. Modernization Status

C. Resource Constraints

D. Modernization Items

(1) Requirements for Inclusij)n

(2) Explanatiot of Charts

(3) Items Charts
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PRIMAR II PROJECT 3-2

RECOMMENDED FORMAT

ARMY FORCE DEVELOPMENT PLAN (AFDP) VOLUME II THE ARMY FORCE PROGRAM

CHAPTER/ANNEX

Chapter 1. Purpose and Objectives

A. General

s. Purpose

C. Jb'ectives

D. Programing Assumptions

Chapte- 2. Budget sear Force

A. Goneral

B. Methodology

(1) Method used to provide qualitative and quantitative analyses

of the budget year force.

(2) Method used to identify personnel, equipment, and t-aining

improvements to the budget year force.

(3) Method used to compare assets with projected requirements

for personnel and equipment.

(4) Method of structuring the budget year force.

(5) Method of establishing organizational levels.

(6) Method used to identify improvements/adjustments to the

force structure (changes from Vol I, AFDP).

C. Tdentiiy Force Structure

,I) Active Army

(a) Controlled units

(b) A detail structured ti-oop list of the budget year force

2-B-1
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with personnel and equipment projections by quarter.

(c) Activations, Inactivations, reorganizations, ond de-

ployment/redeployments (specified by quarter of FY).

(2) Reserve Components. Same as (1) (a) and (b) above.

D. Readiness

(1) Assign readiness goais to the budget year force.

(2) Assign deployment requirements to deploying forces.

(3) Revise DAMPL if required.

E. Analyses

(1) Analyze capability of budget y,r force at organizational

levels to execute assigned missions.

(2) Analyze personnel and indiv. ia] training requirements to

include:
(a) Capability to support requirement by branch, grade,MOS.

(b) School requirements.

(c) Critical or additional MOS requirements.

(d) Ability to support and sustain deployments.

'3) Analyze adequacy of combat service support structure in th

budget year force.

(4) Compare current and projected equipment assets with force

program requirments.

F. Force Improvements/Adjustments.

(1) Identify shortfalls.

(2) Justify personnel and logistic improvemeits to better sup-

port budget year force.

(3) Justify additional force and resource impruvpments for the

force. (4) Identify personnel, training, and logistic requirements associ-

atid with the introduction of new material, systems and doctrine.

G. Summary
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CHAPTER THREE

THE CURRENT FORCE PROGRAMING SYSTEM

BACKGROUND:

TIhe commitment of major Army forces to combat in Southeast Asia

during the spring of 1965 had a severe impact on the force program-

ing process at the DA level. Prior to the 1965 Army build-up, the

force and troop programing function followed an annual cycle. The

cycle began upon approval of the Army Force Development Plan (AFDP)

which contained the Army objective force. The Army Staff force

planners developed the objective force as the required force struc-

ture to accomplish the Army's assigned missions and also presented

force alternatives t, correct imbalance and deficiencies in the

existing force basis that had been identified by detailed analysis.

Accordingly, the AFDP force program was the basis for submission to

OSD of changes tc correct the recognized weaknesses in the force

structure and to update the Five Year Defense Plan (FYDP).

The ;trategic Reserve Army Force (STRAF) was structured and

programed to provide the Army forces necessary to react immediately

to aMt# .. cLingency. The active lorce structure wa - .-.gned to

include the STRAF's combat divisions and their initial support

increments (ISI). Reserve Component units constituted the divi-

sional sustaining support increments (SSI) on the assumption that

a Reserve call-up would be directed in the event major Army forces

were committed to prolo-ged combat.

The Army build-up in 1965, without a concurrent call-up of

Reserve Component units, resulted in an extensive reorganization of
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the active Army. The Army force structure was revised to provide

the sustaining support increments (SSI) required for forces in

Southeast Asia. Many new units were activated. Additionally, per-

sonnel and materiel assets were withdrawn from CONUS based STRAF

units to support Army forces in SEA. Because of these actions,

the capability of the STRAF to maintain desired readiness levels be-

came exceedingly difficult. Consequently, the necessity to recon-

stitute the STRAF made essential the activation of new units and

the reorganization of some existing units.

Since the spring of 1965, force programing has reacted pri-

marily to unscheduled or unprogramed force changes generated by

field requirements and has not followed an annual cycle or pre-

planned pattern. Force programing has been characterized since

1965 by a continuous series of special capabilities studies that

have resulted ih new unit activations to meet urgent Soutiheast

Asia requirements, to reconstitute STRAF, and to fill the

needs of major commanders. Each study has addressed the field

commanders' statements of force requirements which have replaced

the Army's objective force in the normal force programing process.

Unit action schedules (activations, inactivations, reorganizations

and deployments) have provided guidance to the field commanders

concerning the force basis and have been in addition to the normal

direction contained in the Program Budget Guidance. DA approves

neow unit activations and publishes activation orders that specify
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where and when major omnands will organize new units. These

units are allocated personnel and equipment assets from total

Army resources that are now controlled more directly by DA.

Thus, within this telescoped system the force basis nas evolved

into an "after the fact" record of the force prograr and has not

been used as the force development directive it was designed to

be.

CURRENT STATUS:

Today at the DA level, the force programing process has not

bee. formally defined as to scope and detailed procedures. Generally,

terminology and specific terms such as force programing, force

structure, force basis, troop basis and troop list are not always

used consistently and in the same context.

AR 10-5 and CSR 10-50 assign the ACSFOR the Army General Staff

responsibility for force programing. This function is principally

performed within the Plans and Programs Directorate, OACSFOR, and

is a key process that links and integrates Army resources into the

management system. The force programing process is accomplished

in accordancc with DOD instrution Numb / 745-7 , supplemented by

CSR 11-1. These directives establish procedural guidance for pro-

* cessing changes to the Five Year Defense Program (FYDP), the pro-

gram base from which OSD considers all changes in force structure.

For a detailed flow chart depicLtion of current procedures, see

EX 3-1. This portrays the force development process beginning with
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receipt oi the "For Conmment" version of the Land Forces DPMo

The chart reflects a general time period but should be considered

as a revolving conveyor belt within this period. That is, the

conveyor belt is in constant motiun--some items move on to it,

other3 txcve off--as the situation requires. The force program-

ing process is continuoits and reacts to programed requirements

as well as unprogramed requirements generated c,.L of the normal

cycle. A force "program" is produced; however, because of the

"unprogramed" or "out-of-cycie" requirements, many actions are

not being aczomplished within preplanned documented procedures.

There are additional products of the force programing process.

A tentaive force basis suitable for determining materiel require-

ments is developed on receipt of the Land Forces DPM and provides

DCSLOG a basis for computations. A tentative distribution to

.I program elements of forces and manpower shown in the DPM is also

4eveloped, coordinated with the Army staff, and furnished to

Budget Prog: im Directors and the COA., Force, manpower, and re-

lated operstitng cost changes to the current fcrce structuie re-

sulting from force and mvapower decisions in the Land Forces DPM

are prepared ftr irib=in on to OSD

The critical task of translating manpower changes expressed

i the OSD Syctem Analysis format contained in the Land Forces

DPM to the OSD Comptrcller format (FYDP) is being done manually

and usually within a very short time frame. This is a tedious,
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time consuminS, ann: demanding process that does not provide for

efficient management of the Army manpower resources. Not shown

in EX 3-1 is the execution of the Army manpower program by alloca-

tion of military and civilian manpower spaces to Field Commands

by quarterly manpower voucher and input to the PBG after determina-

tion of resource availability and manpower requirements.

The force programing system that has evolved during recent

years provides the Army staff an increased capability to deter-

mine in greater detail the availability of resources and an

improved management technique in the p-)jection/distribution of

these resources. 'However, the current process does not effec-

tively integrate into the system unit readiness or priorities

for resource allocation. Current force programing focuses pri-

marily on the TOE and MTOE units, whereas TDA and MTDA units are

largely organized and managed by the major comnnands within the

constraints of the Program Budget Guidance published by HQ, DA.

The development and installation of ADP systems (e.g., FAS and

TAADS) are providing an improved data base which will make the

force programing process more responsive and assist in Identifying

and resolving problems. However, the problem of managing, controll-

ng, retrieving and disciplining the force programming data systems

is not yet solved and the basic data is not always current and

correct. As stated above, the ACSFOR has Army General Staff re-

sponsibility for force programing; although all DA staff agencies

are associated and concerned with the force programing process.
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EX 3-2 indicaLes the major interplay of other DA staff agencies

in tLe programing process.

SHORTFALLS, DEFICIENCIES AND AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENTS:

As the discussion above indicates, the force programing

process at the DA level should be formally prescribed and im-

proved procedures introduced. Terminology should be more clearly

defined and disseminated.

Force readiness goals need to be more closely integrated into

the force programing process. A programing te~nnique or procedure

for developing authorized readiness levels (REDCAPE) commensurate

with attainaLility is required. Follow-on actions to include pro-

cedures for analyzing actual readiness against programed readiness

will close the readiness cycle.

The force programing projection and subsequent allocation of

resources need to be more closely tied to realistically available

resources within established priorities and specified ti-,e frames.

At present there is no specific system for setting force program

prtor!tfes and ost, ib,.,L or vedures anj rules for perc'nne! and

equipment fill. Also, the methods for providing force pro-

graming guidance to the field for the purpose of resource projec-

tion and distribution activitief ire not adequate.

Present techniques and procedures for structuring force and

analyzing force and resource balance are not adequate. More effec-

tive procedures for analyzing and evaluating trade-offs and follow-on
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techniques to provide a basis for revising and ch nging force pro-

grams are required.

Force programing automatic data processing systems have in-

troduced rapid change and increased capability. However, some

of the basic data is not always current and correct. Improved

techniques and operating procedures for disciplining and control-

ling the current data base have not been completely defined or

documented.

Finally, there does not appear to be in effect a decision mechanism

to exercise the disciplined control, integration, linkage and

balance procedures for force programing and its associate activi-

ties (e.g., manpower, equipment, PCRs in process) tbat relate these

functions.
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CHAPTER FOUR

I
THE IMPROVED FORCE PROGRAMING SYSTM

GE ERAL

1. The ACSFOR has primary responsibility in the DA Staff for planning,

developing, and programing the world-wide Army force structure which

w _L execute in the most effective manner the Army's approved national

security objectives. The force structure governing program execution

must be within budget, manpower, logistics, and other controls and con-

straints set by OSD. The Army force program is the primary base from

which resource programs are developed as well as the primary support

objective of resource distribution. This chapter outlines and

recomimends an improved force programing system which is designed to

correct the shortfalls and deficiencies of the current system identified

in Chapter III and to establish positive links between iorce programing

and Army resource management. The following functions and responsibilities

are involved in the improved system.

a. The DA Master Priority List (DAMPL), under proponency of the

DCSOPS, is the overall guidance for dist-Loution of resources to

support the various Army missions.

b. Force structure organization and authorizations. including force

and resource balance, are the proponency of the ACSFOR.
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c. Establishing and maintaining central records of units and

force requirements and authorizations and establishing procedures for

best providinE sucn information to resource managers are responsibilities

of the ACSFOR.

1L. Resource allocation guidance, including authorizing and priority

echeduliing cf new and modernization items, is a staff -responsibility of

the ACSFOR.

e. Establishing unit and force readiness capability levels for the

most effective use of available or programed resources is a staff

responsibility of the ACSFOR.

f. Acquisition and distribution of personnel and equipment resources

to support the authorized Army force are responsibilities of the DCSPM

and the DCSLO0G and their respective field agencies.

OVERVIEW OF TH IMPROVED FORCE P±hOGRAMING SYSTMV

2. The improved force programing system is more clearly described as the

specified relationship between the staff activities that are carried out

in fulfillment of responsiblities listed in para 1, above. A major

change recommended with the improved systen. is that standard procedures

(Rules of Fill) will be used in distribution of resources for determining

commnand allocations, er~tabli shing distribution patterns, analyzing either

current or projected support capabilities, and establishing NICP

distribution control procedures. The Rules of Fill (ROF) are discussed

separately in Annex F, Part III. Specific activities and :responsiblities

are affected generally as follows-
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a. The DAICL. Recommendations are offered for improving the

DA PL; however, the improved force programing system is not dependent

on DAMPL changes. The improved system is dependent on correct

assignment of a DAICL priority to each parent unit in the force structure

and to each resource-claiming entity not in the force structure.

b. Master Authorization Files (FAS and TAADS). The ability of the

ACSFOR to establish proper authorization (pars lb) and c- provide

proper infornmation (para ic) is dependent on a very high degree of

accuracy in the automated FAS TAADS files and on precise specifications

of data in ADP retrieval programs. The improved system identifies a

need for developing a file identification and retention system with the

capability of retrieving and displaying the complete approved force

structure upon which an approved distribution analysis or authorization

was based.

c. Authorization of unit and force structure and readiness

capability levels. These activities require that specific procedures

be established for conducting the various studies and analyses and

performing various functions in the force program development process.

The improved system provides for changes as follows:

(1) The cyclic development of a specified planned FY-force

(BY+l) Lnto a programed FY-force is begun earlier in the programing

cycle. This allows a more effective and well supported presentation of

Army requirements to OSD.
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(2) The input-output responsibilities and requirements of

staff elements are more precisely identified and their relative time

requirements specified.

(3) An accurate and timely method for QACSFOH to provide

resource rec'uirements and authorizations data ju resource managers

is specified.

d. Bulk Allocation of Resources. Positive improvements with far-

r-tching potential will be made in this activity in using Rules of Fill

(ROF) in the distribution of resources.

(1) A capability will exist to establish a positive link

between unit authorizations, desired readiness, and command auth-

orizations. Expansion of this capability may provide a system of ADP-

prepared manpower vouchers and/or equipment control lists.

(2) A capability can be developed for maintaining a continuing

updated balance of authorized and/or programed resources by force

package or command. This will provide a capability to analyze the

impact of any change to unit or force authorization. Field commanders

can then be provided with timely changes to resource and force structure

along with the program or mission decisions.

e. Resource Distribution Guidance, Development of distribution

guidance and development of time and methods for use of such gubdance

provide the most significant improvement of the force prograimng system

in its relationship to resource programing and mandgement. These

improvements center around standard Rules of Fill for which specifications
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and uses are d-' seirsed in Annex F, Part ITT. Major gains in determining

distribution guidance by standard rules of fill are essentially as

1) Guidance is provided for distribution in a balanced

pattern in relation to DAIvTL mission priorities when available

resources are less than the total authorized, and the total authorized

distribution objectives are unchanged.

(2) Minimum resource support levels are established as the

minimum acceptable degraded readiness capability levls below which

resource shortfalls should be made the concern of the DCSOPS and the

ACSFOR as well as the appropriate resource manager.

(3) Projections of resource support capability will be made

by staff-determined distribution procedures. Using these procedures,

inventories will b,' produced by the resource manager and distributed to

a iorce stractare produced and provided by the force programer. This

will provide more valid planning and programing information and will

rc:st ]t in more consistent analyses.

(4) Resource managers will obtain unit and force requirements

and authorizations from the force programer. Since this will constitute

the basLc distribution gu-i.dance, the resource manager will not oe

reguired to calculate force requirements but will continue to calculate

those requirements which they must meet but are not tabulated in

authorization documents (e.g., school and trainee requirements;

maintenance float and consumption requirements).
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(5) The methods and procedures proposed for Rules of Fill

application Aill provide a capabiiity to establish Jistribution

instructions or control levels for any level of command or manage.-

ment control. These instructions or control levels ca. be used as

goals or standards for .ater measurement or analysis of program

execution.

3. The improved force programing system as portrayed in this chapter

is directed toward the development of a force program for one specific

year. The activities required for this development fall into six

time phased cycles in which the activities are interdependent and time-

related. The phases are shown in Exhibit 4-1 -nd described as follows:

Phase I. The initial. phase covers those actions necessary to

identify the next specific FY force which will be addressed by the

"For Coment" land Forces DPM. It assures that the force is detailed

structured and provides adequate time to review th validity of force

recorda. During this phase, the necessary data which can influence

DPM authors will be prepared and utilized durir._ liaison with these

authors.

Phase II. This phase begins with receipt and analysis of the DPM

in about mid-May. It covers a period of intense activity culminating

in June with publication of the tentative FY 71 force nrogram for use

by program managers during budget preparation. This program includes

such OSD gui.4ance as force structure, controlled units, DFE's, and



II
manpower spacc3. Major actions involved during tkis phase are: as-

signment of desired readiness levels, establishing tentative REDCAPE

and priorities, conduct of a capability analysis, publication of a

I tentative force program and publication of Program and Budget Guidance

(PBG).

Phase III. This phase is a period of program refinement and

budget preparation. In the force programing process it is a refine-

ment of the force basis. It terminates with providing an updated

version of the force basis to support the October issue of PBG which,

in turn, is based on the Army's budget submission to OSD.

Phase IV. This phase covers the period November-February. It is

the period that adjustments are made to the force to reflect results

of OSD and BOB budget hearing-. It includes the conduct of a detailed

capability study to determine the extent to which the fori:e can be

supported in terms of equipment, manpowef, maintenance, training, and

etc. i- also includes a complete analysis of force/resource balance

and projected force readiness which culminates with publication of

the approved Army Force Program in January as Volume II of the AFDP.

Thii provides guidance to commands concerning the force structure they

are expected to support during the coming budget year. This informa-

tion is incorpcrated In the January edition of the PBG. The phase

terminates with the February update of PBG based on Budget Execution

Review (BER).

Phase V. This phase covers the period in which Command Operatinj
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Budgets (COB) are received and Congressional Budget hearings are con-

ducted. Based on comments and knowledge concerning Congressional

action on the President's Budget, data derived as a result of the de-

tailed capabilities study (Phase IV) is refined. This update provides

the basis for further updating of the FYDP, Volume II of the AFDP, the

apportionment request and final program execution orders to the com-

mands.

Phase VI. This is the program execution phase. Primarily, it

is the realm of the program manager. The force programing aspect is

one of review arid analysis of current operations and adjustments of

programs as changes occur.

DETAILED EXPLANATION OF FORCE PROGRAMING ACTIONS

1. Relat'znship Between Force Planning and Force Programing.

a. Publication of Volume I (Force Development Plan) of the AFDP is the

action that bridges the gap between force planning and force program-

ing. It is the terminal document of Lhe annual force planning process

and presents the force programers with a target force for initiation

of programing actions designed to produce a force in-being some 18-24

months later. The development of the Army Force Plan (Volume I of the

AFDP) is as proposed by PRIMAR Project 2-1 (Strengthening the Army

Objectives and Resource Planning Syster) and described in Chapter Two,

Part II of this study.

b. Volume I of the AFDP will concentrate on OSD approved out-

year forces. In the example of the cycle L ,der discussion, Volume I
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of the AFDP published in 1969 would address fiscal years 71-89 focusing

on FY 71-72 of which only the FY 71 force would be detail structured in

preparation for pick up in the programing cycle. This insures an AI...,y

developed FY 71 force available to influence DPM authors prior to deve-

loning the "For Comment" DPM.

c. Development of this detailed, specific out-year force will be

accomplished in much the same manner as presently practiced (see

Chapter iwo, Part II). Additional force requirements necessaiy to

execute the national strategy in relation to the approved force are

determined. This process weighs the unprogramed requirements of uni-

fied commanders, new concepts, and missions assigned to the Army, the

results of studies and analyses and the trade-offs required to maintain

proper force balance. Units in the FY 71 force will be matched to the

current structure, providing a link between objective planning and

realistic programing necessary for efficient force development. The

projected force will then be analyzed to determine capabilities, limi-

tations, and the adequacy of the force to meet military strategy within

OSD constraints. Wargame output and subsequent staff analysis will

provide a basis for internal structure adjustments to produce the

most capable and best balanced force to meet requirements within OSD

constraints. The principal means for arriving at an optimum force

structure include use of FOREWON computer models, the Modular Force

Planning System (Battalion Slice Computer Model) and ancillary staff

analyses. To reduce the impact of deficiencies identified with the
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approved force, trade-offs among uncontrolled units can be made to

improve force balance while staying within OSD ceilings. Minimum

essential structure and manpower requirements to carry out military

strategy which are not met by the approved force, should be included

as incremental add-on packages (with appropriate justification) as

alternatives to the projected force. These add-on packages will

serve to influence DPM authors prior to issuance of DPM guidance for

the FY 71 force. Additiorally, they can also serve as a basis for

preparation of reclama PCR's to correct outstanding force deficiencies

identified after receipt of the May DPM guidance.

2. Sequence of Events. As indicated in the overview of the Improved

Force Planning System, the programing actions required to translate a

planned force into a force tn-being to include program execution are

divided into time-phased cycles. To facilitate an understanding of

the detailed procedures involved in force programing, the six phases

have been further subdivided into 26 distinct force programing steps.

These steps are described below and are keyed to the display at

Exhibit 4-2, The Army Force Planning System. Because of the close

reltis hip of force progrming to budget preparation, a display of

principal budget activities is also shown at Exhibit 4-5,

Phase L.

Step , ifntlDt *d rrnszte FY 71 Force to i)Docolld roxrqo Format.

Translation cf the FY 71 forca developed by the force planner,

into detailed program iorzat is one of the Initial 1rograming actions
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II
taken following the introduction of a new force into the programing

cycle.

Step I is accomplished during the period December - April. It

overlaps the planning phase in that the programers begin working

with the planned force during final staffing of the AFDP and prior

to official publication of the AFDP in January. It is a key step

in the programing process as the force developed during this period

will identify the tentative force program and represents the force

structure that program directors will use during the FY 71 budget

preparation. This force ast approximate as ciosely as possible the

FY 71 budget year force expected t-j aponczr in the "For Comment" Land

Forces DPIK (LF-DPM). The closer this tentative force is to the DPM

approved force, the fewer the adjustments that must be made to the

force during the short period of time (mid-May to mJI-June) available

to (1) analyze the DPM, (2) conduct a capability analysis, and (3)

publish a tentative FY 71 force program.

Prior to developing the FY 71 projected force, the force intro-

duced by the force planners is compared to the end FY 70 force already

programed to identify differences. In addition, an audit trail is run

to the current force in-being (FY 69) to verify additions or deleLions

of units in the force structure between end FY 69 and be-inning FY

71. This is necessary in order to account tor temporary forces and

"No Buy" units in the structure attributable to the Vietnam buildup

(or other contingencies) which may or may not be authorized in up-

coting ,esrs. At the sawe time, the programer must consider any
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known unprogramed requirements that will impact on the FY 71 force

which may have occurred or are anticipated.

In attempting to anticipate the force that will be presented,

liaison should be established with DPM authors in order to surface

as early as possible the Army position on issues which will have an

adverse impact on the Army capability to accomplish its missions.

OSD rationale will be learned, insofar as possible, as well as whaL

Army rationale and supporting data would be entertained oy OSD(SA)

DPM authors. Arguments supporting the Army posit4on should be pre-

pared and transmitted, for. ,lly . informally as appropriate, to the

DPM authors as early during DPM preparation as possible to provide

for maximum consideration of Army arguments. Formal requests sub-

mitted by PCR or other actions, when approved, would be reflected

in the MarcLh update of the FYDP. Actions not ?proved for the FYDP

update will be available to influence DPM authors prior to issuance

of DPM tiidance for tiue FY 71 force. Additionally, they can also

serve to reinforce reclama rCRs to correct any outstanding structure

deficiency identified in the DPM approved force.

Incidental to development of the tentative FY 71 force is the

necessity to update data files to reflect force requirements and

resource assets. This will greatly facilitate the capability to re-

act to force changes that may be required as a result of DPM guid-

ance and to conduct a capability study and analysis (Steps 10-11) of

the FY 71 fr rce, a prerequisite to publication of an initial force

program (Step 12).
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Phase II.

Step 2. Analyze OSD Guidance. The analysis referred to in this

step of the programing sequence is primarily directed towards analysis

of guidance contained in the LF-DPM. This document from higher auth-

ority (under the current system), has the greatest bearing on the

composition and structure of Army forces. It focuses primarily on

the FY 71 force (in the case of the DPM issued in May CY 69) and

specifies among other things:

1. Total TO/TD Active Army structure spaces.

2. Total Army end strength.

3. Number of Division Force Equivalents (Active and Reserve).

4. Number of controlled units by type (primarily combat).

5. Total TO/TD structure and manning levels of Division Force

Packages.

Though the LF-DPM is the principal instrument governing the

composition of Army forces, other DPMs (e.g., NATO Strategy and Force

Structure DPM), Program Change Decisions (PCD), and Program Budget

Decisions (PBD), also influenea force prugraming. Procedures for

analyzing guidance contaived in the foregoing documents, as well as

Army reaction to the guidance, is discussed in detail at Annex A,

Part III.

Step 3. Compare Land Forces DPM with Tentative FY 71 Force

Program. The LF-DPM issued in May CY 69 will focus on the FY 71

force and project for an additional seven years. For inrormational
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purposes, force authorizations for previous years will also be shown

(detailed description of DPM content at Appendix 1 to Annex A, Part

I I),

Upon receipt of the DPM, force authGrizations already approved

for prior years (FY 69-70) reflected in the DPM should be compared

with the Army Force Basis. This is to ascertain that all force trans-

actions resulting from PCDs and PBDs have been properly accounted for

and insure at the outset that OSD and the Army Foice Basis are in

balance before addressing the FY 71 force. Particular attention

must be given to accounting for total TO-TD structure, manning

level authorizations, and controlled units by type and number.

Verification that OSD and Army accounting procedures for all

categories and sub-divisions of forces approved through end FY 70

are compatible, the next step is to compare the tentative FY 71

force developed in Step I to that specified in the DPM. Differences

should be readily identified through previous liaison with DPM

authors and not totally unexpected. The majority of the differences

will represent decision by OSD in not favorably considering force

improvement proposals for which PCRs were previously submitted.

After differences are identifiei and assessed, PCRs directed by

the DPM are prepared as well as additional reclama PCRs on force

issuca warranting such action.

Ste.4. Structure AS roved Force, Based on thi detailed force

authorizations contained in the DPM, the tentative FY 71 force Is
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modified to conform as nearly as possible to OSD guidance, At the

same time, consideration is given to those issues included in reclama

PCRs for which decisions will be pending after publication of the

tentative force basis in June. PCR proposals must be carefully

weighed, and only those considered acceptable to OSD should be in-

corporated into the force program.

In structuring the approved force, the following constraints set

by OSD must be met:

1. Structure -- Total TO/TD structure spaces cannot be exceed-

ed and must be distributed by forct zlassification as specified.

2. ME ?ower -- Total trained strength cannot be exceeded and

must be distributed among Division Force Packages in quantities

specified. OSD worldwide authorizations for officers, AMS, and war-

rant officers cannot be exceeded.

3. Division Force Equivalents (DFE) -- Actual number of DFE's

must equal approved number.

4. Controlled Units -- Number must equal approved number by

type and location (major comand).

Additions or deletions to the tentative force previously deve-

loped as a result of DPM guidance will require a re-examination of

force balance (ratio of combat to support units). The techniques

used for determining the type and number of units necessary to roundout

a force are essentially those used by the force planners (See Annex B,

Part III). Minor imbalances may be tolerated or accomodated through
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assigring dual missions to units or by shifting units within or among

force packages. However, accumulation of minor imbalances can result

in a major force deficiency. Imbalances significantly affecting force

capability should be the basis for PCR action.

NOTE: Steps 5 - 8 that follow are accomplished concurrently to pro-

duce a revised tentative FY 71 force program, expressed in terms of

force structure and readiness requirements against which resource

projections are applied to determine the capability to support this

force. The results of these steps are consolidated into a force

program format required for the Army Staff to conduct a resource

capability study.

Step 5. Assign Desired Readiness ievels. An innovation to the

present programing system is the 1iiking of unit!force readiness to

program development. Throughout the programing cycle, the force

structure is continually scrutinized to insure that not only is it

balanced with respect to force level L also with respect to readi-

ness to execute assigned missions.

The assignment of desired readiness levels to force claimants

is paLt of the programing process (detailed discussion at Annex C,

Part III). Readiness goals expressed in terms of weeks, are set by

DCSOPS defining the Post M-Day posture required of the force to sup-

port objective plans (ASOP/JSOP). Desired readiness levels are
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expressed in terms of personnel and equipment fill required on M-Day

to enable elements of the force to meet Post M-Day requirements.

Assignment of desired readiness levels to force claimants provides

direction for programing and resource allocation actions and can be

construed as an initial step towards maximizing force readiness.

Step 6. Assign Initial REDCAPE. Assignment of initial unit

authorizations (REDCAPE) is made to permit the distribution of re-

sources to units of the force which will permit achievement of de-

sired readiness levels (Step 5) to the extent possible within OSD

strength ceilings and other restrictive guidance. Because of OSD

constraints on manning levels, disparities between force requirements

and authorizations can be expected to prevail in the future such as

presently exist. However, authorizations should be so assigned as

to provide for deployment and sustainment of the largest force 4

possible in the shortest period of time. The greatest flexibility

available to the programer in assignment of authorizations will be

in the area of Below the Line (uncontrolled) units of the STRAY. Unit

authorizations assigned during this step will be subject to change

based on the results of the force capability analysis conducted in

Step 10.

Step 7. Establish Priorities. This step requlires the e.tablish-

mnt and assignment of priorities to force claimants in accordance

with the DA Master Priority List (DAMPL). Priorities developed by

DCSOPS (discussion at Annex D, Part III) will govern the order in

which force claimants will receive available resources. Priorities
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initially assigned may be subject to change based on results of force

capability analysis3 conducted in Step 11.

51tep 8. Update FAS/TAADS. SACS Force Basis. This step requires

that data files reflecting the original FY 71 force developeu in Step

1 be updated to reflect any revisions to the force (Step 4) subsequent

to receipt and as a result of the LF-DPM. This operation is basically

an automated process. It encompasses the translation of a structured

force into ADPS format for computing force requirements and subsequent

transmission to resource managers. Systems interface and capabilities!

limitations aire discussed at Annex E, Part III. Unit schedules

(activations/inactivations and reorganizations) will be included in

the force strl-ture with the prescribed effective dates for execution.

Step 9. Application of Rules of Fill. After receipt of force

requirements (to include for,7-e authorizati-nns and priorities, Steps

6-7) resource managers must be provided with rules of fill governing

distribution of assets for use during the conduct of the force capa-

bility study (Step 10). Rules of fill are the proponency of ACSF0R

and should not be confused with priorities (discussion at An..ax F,

Part III). Rules of fill are reqd-ired whenever force/resource require-

ments excemed availability, which is the rule rather than the exception.

They establish minimum fill levels (floors) for all resource claimants

and thereafter stepped or graduated higher levels (plateaus) until

claimsnt authorizations are met or resources are exhaisted. In

general, they are established in proportion to the priority category
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in which claimants appear in the DAMPL. As indicated above, rules

of fill are used in programing to govern distribution of projected

assets in capabilities studies.

Step 10. Conduct Force Capability Analysis. This step is es-

sentially an automated process wherein projections are made to deter-

mine the Army's capability to support the tentative FY 71 force deve-

loped in the preceding steps. The means for measuring capability i3

through use of the Army Readiness Measurement System (ARMS) pro-

posed by PRIMAR Project 1-1 (discussion of force programing and ARMS

integration at Annex G, Part III). Briefly, a central computer faci-

lity will accept current and projected asset data, match resources

against force authorizations/requirements (considering REDCAPE,

Priorities, Rules of Fill) and print out the results in terms of

unit/force readiness. The results will be displayed in a format 7

designed to facilitate analysis (Step 11), examples of which are

contained in the above referenced annex.

During the force programing cycle, there are two key capabi,.ities

studies conducted annually (discussion at Annex H, Part III). The

study (analysis) conducted in this step (4th Quarter) focuses on the

FY 71 force and at the same time updates the FY 70 force just prior

to the execution phase. An earlier detailed capabilities study con-

ducted during the 2d Quarter will focus on the upcoming budget year

force (in this example the study would have addressed the ef 70

force). This is a more lengthy and comprehensive study designed to

develop detailed resource and force readiness data through end FY 70.
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From analysis of this data, the FY 70 force program is published.

However, an important by-product is the availability of a sound

data base from which projections can be made for the next succeee'ng

year (FY 71) force.

Step 11. Analyze Force/Resource Balance and Readiness. The

results of the capability study conducted in the previous step are

arrays of data on the projected status of the tentative FY 71 force.

(Parenthetically, data for the FY 70 force is also produced and

necessary final revisions made just prior to program execution.)

Data is presented in the degree of detail necessary to permit mean-

ingful analysis of the force and to identify deficiencies. In this

analysis, attention is first directed towards identification of re-

source deficiencies impacting on readiness. Corrective measures

are then applied, within the scope of authority allowed, and the

force reanalyzed to insure it is still balanced (force mix). As

indicated in Step 4, additions or deletions to force packages will

affect force balance, the impact of which must he examined on a case

by case basis.

Courses of action to correct force deficiencies are developed

through staff coordination, principal agencies being DCSOPS (opera-

tions and readiness), ACSFOR (force structure and balance), DCSLOG

(equipment), and DCSPER (personnel). Corrective action generally

falls into three categories:

I. Routine actions not requiring decision above staff pro-

pouenc; levels.
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2. Actions involving the assembly of an ad-hoc programing

committee (as discussed in Chapter Two) to resolve major force/

resource trade-off issues and likely to require CofSA or higher

decision.

3. Recommendations for force improvements submitted as PCRs

to OSD for decision.

An important product of the capability study and analysis will

be a fully supported Army position for the request of additional

resources to correct justifiable shortfalls in achieving a state of

force readiness commensurate with OSD approved authorizations.

Furthermore, not only will shortfalls between projected, actual, and

authorized be highlighted, the difference between authorized and

desired readiness levels can also be identified and will serve to

reinforce requests for additional resources. In addition, it will

develop the basic formulation for force programing guidance input to

-he PBG.

Step 12. Publish Tentative FY 71 Force Program. After final

adjustments are made to the force in Step 11, the resulting force

program is published (troop list format at Exhibit 4-4). Though it

is tentative in nature, it should not be subjected to major changes

in the interim before execution. Early publication ok a detailed

force program is another innovation in the proposed force program

system. It provides: (1) resource managers with timely informa-

tion for preparation of the FY 71 budget (July-September) to develop

training programs and to identify force structure changes, (2)
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early projections to commanders for activation/inactivation and re-

organization of units as well as a basis for submission of Command

Budget Estimates, and (3) force programing input for the June update

of the PBG.

Format for publication of the tentative force pro-

gram will parallel that published in the final version in january

(See Chapter 2, Part II).

Step 13. Update Program and Budget Guidance. Program and

Budget Guidance (PBG) is iss-ed in June to reflect budget apportion-

ment for the FY 70 force. Included in this PBG will be guidance

relative to planning for the tentative FY 71 force publishe in

Step 12.

Phase III.

Step 14. Revise FY 71 Tentative Force Program. During this

period, July-October, the tentative FY 71 force published in June

(Steps 12-13) is used as a basis for preparation of the Army FY 71

budget. The field commands also use it to prepare Command Budget

Estimates (CBE) submitted August for consideration during budget

preparation. In the process, the force may be influenced by PCDs

received from OSD on PCRs previously submitted, CBEs and unprogramed

requirements. Upon finalization of the budget and submission to

OSD for approval, "me tentative force basis is revised, as necessary,

and provides input for the October update of the PBG.

Step 15. Update Program and Budget Guidance. The Oct3ber PBG

is issued to reflect the FY 71 Army budget subm!.tted to OSD for
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approval. Included, will be any "evisions to the tentative force

basis (Step 14) published in June.

Phase IV.

Step 16. Update FAS/TAADS, SACS Force Basis. During the period

October-November (approximate), OSD and BOB hearings are conducted

on the Army FY 71 budget. At the conclusion of the hearings, the FY

71 force is revised to reflect any Program Budget Decisions (PBD)

made during the OS2 review of the budget which impacts on the force.

At this time, the FY 71 force will be transformed transit from a tentative

force to closely approximate the actual force 1 -am which will be

executed in FY 71, barring major unprogramed requirements or budget

cuts. Coincident with development of the more definitive force,

data systems are updated (Step 8) to reflect force requirements for

the FY 71 time frame as a prelude to the conduct of a detailed force

capability study (Step 17).

Ste 17. Conduct Detailed Capability Study of the FY 71 Force.

Thc 2d Quarter study is a detailed and comprehensive study conducted

by the staff of the Army's capability to support the force programed

for the upcoming budget year (discussion at Annex H, Part III). In

contrast to the initial study conducted in May-June re approxi-

mations sufficed for development of a tentative force, this study

will more precisely define the capabilities of the force and be-

comes the basis for formal publication of the FY 71 Army Force

Program.

Time allowed for conduct of the study will be approximately
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60-75 days and will rely heavily on ADPS to facilitate matching of

resources against force requirements and translation of output in

terms of force readiness (see PRIMAR 1-I, ARMS). The study will ad-

dress the worldwide Army structure under realistic conditions. It

will confine itself to what available resources and the budget can

support in order to provide a .alid basis for programing actions.

It will develop the base program on which to provide input data to

the PBG.

An ancillary derivative of the study will be the establishment

of a firm resource data base for end FY 71. This will be used as a

point of departure for development of the next outyear (FY 72) force

(See Phases I and Ii).

Step 18. Analyze Force/Resource Balance and Readiness. Conduct

a detailed analysis of the results of the force capability study ac-

complished in the preceding step. The same techniques used in Step

11 to analyze the tentative force apply to this analysis of the force.

It involves identification of force deficiencies and the application

of appropriate corrective measures to optimize force readiness.

Since it is unlikely that additional resources in significant quanti-

ties would be approved if requested, corrective measures will be

principally limited to force/resource trade-offs within the confines

of OSD authorizations. Trade-off controversies resulting from the

analysis may require formation of a programing committee (referred

to in Step 11) for resolution. Remaini-g force issues beyond' he

capability of the Army to correct can be the basis for submission of

PCR's.
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After analysis of the force is completed and corrective action

taken, a detailed FY 71 force program is prepared to include unit

activation/inactivation, and reorganization schedules.

Step 19. Publish the Army Force Program (AFP-71) as Volume

II of the AFDPo The AFDP is published in two volumes (see Chapter

Two for a detailed discussion of the AMP). Volume I is titled the

Force Development Plan (in the cycle under discussion FY's 71-89) ..d is

published in January. It introduces the FY 71 force into the pro-

graming cyclc in January CY 69. This force is subsequently deve-

loped and pioduced in tentative program format in June CY 69. In

this step, it is formally published and incorporated as Volume II

of the AFDP. (For format see Inclosure 2 to Chapter Two, Part III).

It represents the approved force and contains the force structure,

readiness requirements, and priorities that can be supported by the

President's Budget and is included in the January PBG providing de-

tailed guidance on which major commanders can prepari Command Opera-

ting Budgets. Though it is published in January, it is subject to

change prior to issuing orders to the field for execution. Changes

will De included in PBG issued between publication and execution

beginning 1 July.

Step 20. Update Program and Budget Guidance. PRG iseued in

January will reflect the President's Budget and the FY 71 force

program contained in Volume II of the AFDP. This PBG issue will

provide as nearly as possible final guidance for commands to pre-

pare their Command Operating Budgets (COB) for submission in April.
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Any program changes necessitated by Budget Execution Review (BER)

will be incorporated in the February PBG update.

Phase V.

Step 21. Final Revision of Budget Year (FY 71) Force Program.

This step covers the period March-June and includes two budget re-

lated events which will impact on :be FY 71 force z:ograms:

1. Submission of Command Operating Budgets in April outlining

commiand plans for executing the budget year program bosed on guidance

provided the field in January (Steps 19-20).

2. Congressional Budget Herings on the President's Budget.

Budget cuts in the Army portion will be reflected by PCD's and re-

apportionment of funds.

Changes are acted upon as they occur, however, the cut-off

date is approximately mid-May when the next LF-DPM is received. It

contains the approved FY 71 force as well as the FY 72 and remaining

out-year forces. At this time, a force capability study is con-

ducted. Though it focuses on FY 72 (See Steps 10-11) it incorporates

all changes to the FY 71 force and provides updated readiness data

as a basis for final revision of the FY 71 force program. Changes

to the program are documented and constitute the final FY 71 force

structure. At the same time as program execution authority is is-

sued to the Commands for the FY 71 force, a tentative FY 72 force

program is produced for advanced planning (Step 12).

Step 22. Update Program and Budget Guidance. The June PBG

will reflect the final revision of the FY 71 force (Step 21) and
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contain final guidance for exection of the 3Y force pregram.

Phase VI.

U ase VI is he execution phase of the current year torce

pro&ram ii, che progiaming cycle. During this period, the force in-

beliag is scrutinized on a continuing basis tO identify shortfalls in

achieving programed objectives and reasons therefore. The ARMS pro-

vides for quarterly capability analyses of the force which will show

the actual level of readiness achieved by the force as well as update

projected readiness. The update of force readiness inforration on a

recurring basis will not only provide a basis for modifying the cur-

rent program, should It be necessary, but also serve as a sound base

from which to initiate resource projections for future programs.

Steps 23-26 Indict.ed on the display depicting the Army Force Pro-

graming System (Exhibit 4-2) represent the quarterly update of the

current year force program. The relationship between the current

year program and upcoming budget year program (in the process of

being developed) is displayed at Exhibit 4-3 (AFDP Publication

Schedule).
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND ACTION TO IM!PLEMENT

GENERAL:

In this final chapter, the PRIMAR 3-2 principal conclusions and

recommendations are presented. Major shortfalls, deficiencies, and

potential areas for improvement that have been identified in previous

chapters are also summarized. PRIMAR 3-2 has developed specific reom-

mendations that will provide the force programer an improved system

and procedures to include methodology and specifications. These are

discussed in det~ail in Part III and are also displayed 4n the master

sumimary chart, Exhibit S-4, with a key to pertinent data by page num-

bers. Finally, those action documents necessary to implement the

improved system are included. Four action documents have been developed

and are attached as tabs to support tis chapter.

CONCLUSIONS

The force programing function is one of the cornerstones of the

Army's overall management process. In recent yeays, force programing

has emerged in the DOD and Army systems as -principal vehicle for

co~Ltrolling and managing military fo. .a 1'1,, growth and expansion in

the force programing field reflect the complexities ant' difficulties

that challenge today's Army managers. For the most part, force program-

ing procedures have been accomplished by a series of special studies to

meet emergency conditions in Southeast Asia. Procedures have not de-

veloved in an orderly and consistent manner and require improvements

and modernization to eliminate this rather "topsy" type growth and ax-

panhion. A summary of~ 3hortfalls, deficiencies, and potential improve-

ment areas include:
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*The system is not clearly defined or delineated

and lacks cohesiveness and direction.

*Force rea4iness goals and levels are not effectively

relaed and integrated into the process.

*The present techniques for developing, structuring,

and producing a force program in consonance with

the development of the Army budget are inadquate

and poorly timed.

*Staff methodology, procedure, and utilization of

tools and techniques for analysis of forces do not

provide realistic assessment of force tradeoffs

an6 balance.

*Force Programing projections and allocation of re-

sources are not realisLically tied to available re-

sources within established priorities and time frames.

*The Department of the Army Priority System is not

sufficiently defiritive and responsive from a force

programing viewpoint.

*The force programing guidance issued by the Army

does not contain sufficient data or detail on pro-

graming projections for major field commanders to

adequately plan and program for assigned missions.

*The force programing process does not have an

established mechanism to insure and require

periodic senior Army manager participation.
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PRIMAR 3-2 further concluded that an improved system with de-

tailed specifications is required to correct weaknesses and shortfalls.

Such a system must provide for improved procedures and methodology for

determining force requirements/improvements, techniques for setting

priorities, readiness levels and rules of fill, and analytical pro-

ceases for achieving force balance, developing, and determining areas

for trade-off considerations.

In addition, a better system for correlating contingency and

mobilization planning into the force programing process is highly

desirable.

Force readiness mist be more definitively defined and integrated

into the system. A technique for developing desired readiness levels

and subsequent utilization in a methodology that provides for compari-

son of actual readiness against the programed readiness is needed.

This will provide direction for programing and resource distribution

to meet readiness goals.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FURTHE REQUIREMENTS

The specific recommendations for improving force programing pro-

cedures set forth a detailed force programing syjtem that provides

improvements in the following areas:

System Specifications for Developing, Producing, and Publishing

the Army Force Program. Twenty-six time-phased system specifications

have been developed which provide for a clearly delineated and cow-

prehensive improvec force programing system. The programing process

*is extended over a longer time frame and provides iuproved and in-

creased support for development of the Army budget through a
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capabilities analysis and early development of a tentative budget

year force program. Unscheduled force requirements and changes to

the force program are accoamodated by closer correlation of the cur-

rent staff special capabilities study technique with the force

prograuing process on a periodic, routine basis.

Iganding the Scope and Utility of the AFDP by Focusing on the

Programing Volume. The publication and distribution of Volume II of

the AFDP provide the Army Staff and major commands a single Army

Force Program as a coordinated start point for preparing the full

range of Army force and resource programs and budgets.

Inteiratmnx Readiness into the Programing Process. The intro-

duction and integration of readiness with force programing provide

a more satisfactory means for program evaluation. The te iniques

developed in this study use as a point of departure the organiza-

tional levels specified in the G-Series TOE. The impact of training

ctiteria is integrated into the system to produce meaningful readiness

J-:els. The revised readiness/force programing displays developed

in conjunction with Project 1-1 can be adapted for use in the readi-

ness measurement system and the force programing process. The dis-

plays provide for establishing programing goals in terms of force/

unit readiness and projecting realistic estimates of capability to

attain these goals.

laroved Procedures and MethodoloV for Determining Force Re-

guirmwents/ImProvame.ts to Include Analysis and Force Balance. A

staft' methodology that utilizes an Army force development program

advisory group to develop the Army Force Program is an improved

technique.
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Tools and Techniques for Setting Priorities, Rules of Fill,

and Developing Designs for Trade-offs. The adjustment of DAMPL

review procedures to prescribe more frequent update and the ex-

pansion of the DAMPL's present format to distinguish between per-

sonnel and material priorities make the DAMPL a more useful tool.

The complex rules of fill concept developed with other groups re-

quire further expansion and continued staff analysis and refinement.

Improved Force Programing Guidance for the Field. More timely

force programing guidance that contains projected resource data can

be obtained by utilizing the proposed programing volume as major

input to the PBG. Distribution of the initial tentative Army Force

Progrmn to the field at the earliest possible date can assist in

eliminating the shortfall.

Senior Army Manager Participation. The deliberate and com-

orehensive improved system provides a means for presenting the

decision maker with better justification for selecting a course of

action. The quarterly update technique also serves as a periodic

mechanism to keep senior managers fully informed and the opportunity

for influential action and decision.

Interpretation of OSD Decision and Procedures for Reuests for

Change. An OSD ad hoc Planning, Programing, Budgeting System com-

mittee is currently analyzing this area. PRIMAR 3-2 contributions

and developments should be made available to OACSFOR's representa-

tive on the Army PPBS committee.
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Correlation of Contingency and Mobilization Planning. PRIMAR

3-2 has provided a data link and foundation base for closer cor-

relation in the force programing process. More effective and

greater utilization of the unified commanders' time-phased force

develpment list (TrPFL) as a consideration in determining re-

quired Army forces will also assist in this area.

Although not specifically discussed above, other PRIMAR 3-2

recommendations concentrate on practical improvements that can be

executed in the near time frame utilizing existing personnel and

available resourcas.

However, during the process of this study, it became evident

that improving force programing procedures impact on many inter-

related problem areas that exceeded the PRIMAR 3-2 capability to

accomplish within the allotted time and available resources.

Therefore, certain of these tasks have been identified and stated

as further requirements and are displayed in the summary chart,

Rxhibit S-4.

*ACSWOR representative on the Army PPBS study comittee

continue research and development of proposed procedures

for analyzing and interpreting OSD decisions as outlined

in this study

*ACSFOR representative on PRIAR 3-9 continue research

and action to insure compatability of AFDP Volume II

format and PBG.

*Expedite on-going action for assigning a DAMPL priority

to every parent unit UIC in the ?AS.
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*Continue the on-going mobilization planning efforts

that are directed towards consolidating the existing

Army mobilization planning and programing system into

a single mobilization plan. The new mobilization plan

will maximize the use of automated systems for the de-

velopment and maintenance of statistical type mobili-

zation annexes (i.e., TOEMTB, TDAMTB, PHDL, and

stationing amnmnaries).

*Expedite on-going actions to improve force planning

guides that offer a wider range of force level al-

ternatives.

*Initiate necessary action to submit proposed force

programing terms to the Adjutant General for in-

clusion in the next update and revision of AR 320-5,

Dictionary of United States Army Terms.

*Appoint senior ACSFOR committee to finalize plans and

proposals for any reorganization and refinement within

OACSFOR required to accommodate the improved system.

ACTION TO IMPLIENT

PRIMAR 3-2 has identified and developed four principal sup-

porting action documents necessary to implement the nov improved

force programing procedures. These are discussed bxiefly below

and may be examined in detail at the appropriate tab to this

chapter.

CSR - The Army Force Procatming Systm. The pcoposed CSR

prescribes the objectives, -ocedures, and responsibilities for

the production of Army Force Programs. It delineates Army Staff
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responsibilities and prscedures for implementing the system speci-

fications. It identifies the specific staff agencies, organizations,

and/or key individuals responsibile for operating instructions and

specific actions. It also provides for inputs/outouts, available

technical assistance, and target dates.

CSR - Preparation of F Force Development Plan. This action

document describes the objectives, responsibilities, and procedures

for the annual iceparation of the Army Force Development Plan (AFDP).

The CSR expands the scope and utility of the AFDP by designatit,, it

as a vehicle for the presentation of the Army Force Program (Vol-

ume II). A preparation schedule which sets target dates, estimated

completion dates, and workload requirements is attached as an appendix.

CSR-The Department of the Army Priority System. This proposed

CSR provides a new, improved format and more responsive review proce-

dures for updating the DAMPL. An implementing schedule with target

dates and specific staff agency responsibilities are included. The

DAMOL is designed to provide a single source for priorities and pol-

icies that relate to the allocation and distribution of Army resources.

CI -- Rules of Fill. This action docuent provides for formu-

lating and focusing Army Staff efforts on further development and

refiUnent of rules of fill. It allows for continued research arid

action in this iportant area. Target dates, an estimate of resource

requirasets, and system operation for staff utilization of the rules

of fill are set forth.
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DRAFT CSR

THE ARMY FORCE PROGRAMING SYSTEM

Effective until unless so-ner rescinded or superseded

CSR-

CHIEF OF STAFF REGUIATION) DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NO. ) OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF

WASHINGTON, D. C.

j -INISTRATION

The Army Force Programing System

1. PURPOSE. This regulation prescribes the objective, procedures

and responsibilities for development of Army force programs as

directed by reference 2a.

2. REFERENCES.

a. AR 1-1, the Army Planning System, dated

b. AR 10-5, Organization and Functions, Department of the

Army, dated 14 September 1966.

c. CSR , Preparation of the Army Force Development

Plan, dated

d. CSM 67-460, Phase II, Program to Improve Management of

Army Resources (PRIMAR II), dated 29 November 1967.

e. CSM 67-462, Defining, Integrating and Directing a Respon-

sive Program, Budgeting and Distribution System, dated 29 Novem-

ber 1967.

f. Final Report, PRI-AR II Project 3-2, Improving Force

Programing, dated 5-A-1
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3. OBJECTIVE. The objective of Army force programing is to

translate OSD approved force requirements through comprehen-

sive and coordinated programing actio s into a force in being

that is structurally balanced and capable of accomplishing

assigned missions to the maximum extent possible with avail-

able resources.

4. REQUIREMENTS. In meeting the stated objective, the Army

progr-aing system will provide for:

a. Integration of unit-' --e readiness with program

developrient.

b. Development of a balanced force program based on

resource availability.

c. Timely specification of force requirements which

affect detailed resource programs and budgets.

d. Integration of contingency and mobilization planning

with force and resource programs and budgets.

5. PROCEDURES.

a. Procedures outlined in this regulation are in response

to refetence 2e which directed the development of an improved

Army force program system. A detailed description of the system

and explanation of procedures contained in this regulation can

be found in referen-e 2f.

b. Force programing actions required to translate a force

introduced into the system by forc- planners into a f.rce in
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being are divided into six phases and 26 distinct steps, At

Appendix I is a model depicting the time-phased procedures

that are to be followed in force programing development and

execution.

* - c. For illustrative purposes, the force programing model

at Appendix I uses the development of the FY 71 force program

as a vehicle to depict time-phased system requirements and

* input/output. Force program phases, primarily keyed to the

budget cycle, are as follows:

Phase I - December - Apil. The' basis for initiation

of the programing cycle is the approval of Volume I (The Army

Force Plan) of the AFDP in December for publication in January.

The budget year plus one (BY+I) force is the nearest out year

force addressed in the plan, (e.g., in January 1969, the FY 71

I--I

force) and identifies the next force introduced into the pro-

graming system. Prior to receipt of the "For Comment" Land

Forces DPM in May which will address this out year force in detail,

the rY+ f irce is translated into program format and structured

to conform to latest OSD guidance. This phase terminates

when the DM is provided to the Army staff for action.

Phase II - Ma ue This phase commences with

r,.eipt of the "For Comment" Land Forces DPM and culminates

with the publication of a tentative BY 7 force program con-

currently with the June update of PBG. During this phase,

L 5-A-3
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detailed programing procedures are accomplished as indicated in

steps 2-13 in the model at Appendix I.

Phase III- July - October. This phase is a period of

budget preparation during which the force program is modified,

as appropriate, to reflect the Army budget submitted to OSD for

approval by 30 September. During this period, the Army will

analyze the balance of resources and forces and make internal

adjustments so that it is most effectively using its resources.

Phase IV - November - February. This phase covers the

period of budget hearings and includes the conduct of a de-

tailed force capability study, publication of the BY force

program as Volume II (The Army Force Program) of the AFDP, and

PBG update.

Phase V - March - June. This phase covers the receipt

of Command Operating Budgets based on earlier guidance to the

commands. Final ref inement and revIsions to the BY force pro-

gram are made and orders issued to field commanders directing

execution of the force program.

Phase VI - July - June. Phase VI is the execution phase

of the current year force program. During this phase, perfor-

mance measurements which provide the basis for program changes

or the reallocation of resources during the year will be

accomplished quarterly.
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6. RESPONSIBILITIES. Army staff responsibilities for tne

development of Army force programs are outlined at AppendiA II

and include:

a. AVCofSA - Provide guidance and assist Army staff on

force structure requirements and readiness, manpower, and

materiel matters associated with program development and

ex-ection. Provide assistance and guidance in the use and

refieaee-it of automated data processing systems to support

Army force programing and readiness measurement systems.

b. DCSOPS - Establish readiness goals and conduct

periodic review of DAMPL. Proponent for conduct of force

capabilities studies and quarterly force readiness updates.

Assist in integration of force readiness with force programing.

c. ACSFOR - Prepare CSM providing detailed instructions

for Army staff preparation of force programs. Structure Army

forces to reflect approved force requirements. Chai, Force

Programing and Advisory Group. Assign desired readiness levels

and REDCAPE to force elements. Provide rpsource managers with

rules of fill for distribution of projected assets. Participate

in capabiiities studies and analyses of force readiness.

Publish Volume II (The Army Force Program) of the AFDP in Jan-

uary annually.

d. DCSIOG - ParLicipate in capabilities studies and analyses

of force readiness. Provide detailed, time-phased projections

of capability to support Army programs with nateriel.

5-A-5
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e. DCSPER Participate in capabilities studies and analyses

of lorcQ readiness. .1rovide detailed, time-phased priJje*ions

of capability to support Army programs with personnel.

f. COA - Participate in capabilities studies and analyses

of force readiness. Provide cost data associated w~th 0- :elop-

sent of AM-y programs. Assist in integration of budget and

prograuing activities.

g. Army General Staff - Provides members as required by

OACSFOR CSM to Force Programing Advisory Group. Assist as

required in development and analyses of force programs and

preparation of PBG.

(ACSFOR)

BY DIRECTION OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF.

DISTRIBUTION
A
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APPEDIN 1!

Th* AV"y Force progr.- ng System

FlASK 3AM lZ1l1l!&ILN

Identify 81+1 Force bece APr AMfPnI

Ana lye* 053 guidanco (to locl DMI) Structure Play -Jon, DCIOPS - Establish edInuaa goals.ITO1 force. 
- levis, priorities in DAIUIL.

ACSFOU Structure approved force.
- Assign dosired readinss levels.
- Assign Ic-tial ICAPK.

- Establish tentative activati~n/

inactivation avid reorgentsation
"pdate data file*. 7147 Jun, DCSOPS - TAIUMS

ACSFOR - PAS. TAADO

Conduct force capailitie. analysis. may -Jun OO P tudA rpnnt eeo initial

Provide force srcuerequire-

DCSW - APIrules of fill.

COA -Provide cost date.
*Analyse force/resource balanca and force ray * Jun ACIPOR Chair fo:>-e Program Advisory Group;readiness. 

Resolve force Issues.
*Publish tentative W1+1 force program; Jun ACSP?. Distribute tentative force programUpdate PIG. 

to -tArmy Staff and major cosmmods.

Staff -Input to PIGU in ares of interest.

Nevie IT force prgrm Upaerc ueOt ASV Rvies tentative force progf.-M as
appropriat2.

(X)A Publish Poo.

Staff - Conduct P3ACISA revisew; Input to Oct
Pee in areas of interest,Phase IV

*Conduct detailed force capability study, Nov * De Staff - (See Phase 11).
*Analyze force/resooirce hxlnoce and force Jan Staff - (see Phase 11).readiness.

*Publish IT force program and Jan PUG; Jan1 Feb ACSPOR Publish Vol 11. AIM; Distribou. toUpdate Feb ?3G. 
Army Staff and major comnds.

C1OA . Publish PUC.

Phso# VStaff - Input to PU in areas of Interest.

Final revision of X1 korce programl Update PIC. Nar - Jun ACSPO - Update Vol 11, AVI; Issue ordlqrr to
field comanders directing execution
of IT force program.

Staff Input to Jun FWIG n areas of Interest.

Supervise program execution. Jul - Jun staff



DRAFT CSR

PREPARATIONOF ARMY FORCE DEVELOPMENT PIAN

Effective until unless sooner rescinded or superseded.

CHIEF OF STAF. REGULATION) DEPARTML4T OF THE ARMY
NO. ) OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF

Washington, D.C.,

ADMINISTRATION

Preaiation of Army Force Development Plan

1. PURPOSE. This regulation prescribes the objectives, responsibilities,

and rrocedures for the preparation of the Army Force Development Plan

(AFDP) directed in reference 2a.

2. REI 2RMCES

a. AP 1-1, The Arm?, Planning System, dated

b. 1A1 10-5, Organization and Functions, Department of the Army,

dated 14 September 1966.

c. Department of the Army Manual, 1968.

3. SCOPE. The AFDP discussed in thia regulation is that described in

reference 2a. Improvements to the AFDP that are included in this regu-

lation are discussed in detail in Final Report PRrMAR Project 3-2.

a. AFDP "olume I, The Army Force Development Plan structures in

detail the approved out-year forces normally concentrating on the

budget year plus one (BY+l' force. The detail structured, fully con-

strained force is measured in light of approved concepts, objectives,

and missions. Force and resource Improvements required to better

support ar' round-out the approved force are identified and Justified.

Volume I is forwarded to Chief of Staff Army for approval by

13 January annually.

5TB-I
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b. AFDP Volume IT, The Army Force Program, structures in de-

tall the budget year force. A tentative budget year force is

developed and provided to Army Budget Program directors by mid-

June annually. Following the submission of the Army budget esti-

mate to OSD and concurrent with the final stages of OSD budget

hearings, a detailed capabil'ty study is made of the budget year

force to develop a force program which is published in January

annually. The force list in the Jan try force program is updated

in June and is updated quarterly througiou the year of execution.

4. OBJECTIVES. The objectives of the AD, preparation responbi-

bilities and procedures described herein are to:

a. Control the quality and timeliness of the AFDP.

b. Ensure efficient Army Staff participation in the produc-

tion of the AFDP.

c. Provide early identification of Army views and issues for

addressal in AFDP.

d. Provide early identification of assumptions and parameters

of AFDP.

5. RESPONSIBILITIES

a. AVCofSA - Provide guidance and assist Army Staff on force

structure requirements and readiness, manpower, and materiel mat-

ters associated with preparation of the AFDP. Provide guidance and

assistance in developing and applying manual and automated models

to determine force structure requirements, compare costs, capabili-

ties, and readiness levels.
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b. ACSFOR - Prepare CSM providing detailed instructions for

Army Staff preparation of AFDP Volumes I and II. Initiate prepar-

ation and coordinate Army Staff development of the AFDP. Assembie

and publish AFDP. Chair AFDP Review and Evaluation Board and Force

Programing Advisory Group. irdination with CRD, DCSLOG, the

Materiel Procurement Priorities Review Board (MPPRB), and other

staff agencies provide modernization chapter to AFDP. In coordina-

tion with CORC, provide Reserve Component structure analyses and

information to AFDP. Provide to DCSPER time-phased, detailed

quantitative and qualitative personnel requirements, together with

readiness levels and priorities to support the approved forces.

i-ovide to DCSLOG detailed quantitative materiel authorizations to

support the approved force basis and time-phased activation data

for development of statio :.ng plans to support the forces.

c. DCSOPS - Define approved military strategy. Establish

torcp and strategy assumptions. Provide design scenarios against

which to optimize anproved out-year forces. These scenarios will

be selected from ong those analyzed in the ASOP as being suit-

able for the general level of approved forces. Information will

be provided in sufficient detail to provide input for force struc-

turing analyses. Establish readiness goals which are consistent

with constraints for approved forces. Establish priorities for

the allocation of resources used or controlled by Department of

the Army.

d. DCSPER - Provide personnel chapter/annex to AFDP. Par-

t-cipate in wargames, studies, and analyses associated with
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personnel and personnel management aspects of AFDP. Provide a de-

tailed time-phased statement of capability to provide personnel for

the budget year force.

e. DCSLOC - Provide logistics chapter/annex to AFDP. Partici-

pate in war games, studies, and analyses associated with logistics

and logistic force aspects of AFDP. Provide a detailed time-phased

statement of capability to provide equipment for the budget year force.

f. COA - Provide cost data and cost sunmmaries to AFDP. Par-

ticipate iii studies and analyses associated with development of the AFDP

and integration of Army Force Program with Army budget activities.

g. ACSI - Provide Military Intelligence structure, analyses,

and information to AFDF.

h. ACSC-E - Provide communications-electronics structure,

analyses, and information to AFDP.

i. Army General Staff - Provide members on AFDP Review and

Evaluation Board. Provide representatives, as required,to AFDP

Program Advisory Group. Provide points of contact to OACSFOR

for other AFDP matters.

6. PROCEDURES

a. Preparation Schedule. The AFDP will be prepared annually

in accordance with the schedule and concepts indicated at Appendix

A (Same as Exhibit 2-3 in Primar Project 3-2 Final Report).

b. AFDP Review and Evaluation Board. The AFDP Review and

Evaluation Board will super-ise and monitor the preparation of

Volume I of the AFDP. The Board will meet at the call of OACSFOR

who provides the board chairman. Representatives, at division
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chief or comperable level, from each Army General Staff Agency and from

the Office of the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff, Army, will comprise

the board. The AFDP Review and Evaluation Board is empowered to make

adjustments in the AFDP missions, tasks and objectives provided the

staff agencies concerned concur in the adjustments.

c. AFDP Force Programing Advisory Group.

(1) To assist in the preparation of AFDP Volume II. The

Army Force Program, an AFDP Force Programing Advisory Group will

be established to review, evaluate, and recommun.d force programing

and forco trade-off actions. The primary purpose of this group is to

I expedite force progrdm adjustments in the budget year force.

(2) the Force Programing Advisory Group will be chaired

i by OACSFOR. Major Program and Program Element Directors (Directors

of the Five Year Defense Program Structure) will designate force
byoCf O ao Progadoram lentdecs i ecr

proponents to represent the program elements within their responsi-

bility. Major Program Directors will be notified of progrPA ele-

ments to '.e considered at each meeting and will seiid force proponents

to Force Programing Advisory Group meetings at the call of the

chairman.

(3) OACSFOR will promulgate further instructlons as re-

quired, to include requirements for attendance of CONARC and other

agency representatives.

r (ACSFOR)

BY DIRECrlIO OF T.E CHIEF OF STAFF:
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DRAFT CSR

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PRIORITY SYSTEM

Effective until unleas sooner rescinded or superseded.

CSR

CHIEF OF STAFF REGULATION) DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NO. ) OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF

WASHINGTON, D.C.,

ADMINISTRATION

The Department of the Army Priority System

1 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE. This regulation establishes a Department of

the Army Priority stem and prescribes the responsibilities, procedures,

and schedule for the development, dissemination, review and change of the

Department of the Army Master Priority List. The Department of the Army

Priority System functions in peacetime and in wartime and is designed to;

a. Provide a single source for priorities and policies that relate

to the allocation and distribution of re. uices used or controlled by

the Department of the Army.

j. Develop and pl3mulgate priorities and associate policies that pro-

vide timely guidance to Army managers for the allocation and distribution

of Army resources to attain optimum force readiness within resource con-

straints and specified timeframes.

2. REFERENCES.

a. DOD Instruction 4410.6, Uniform Mcteriel Movement and Issue

Priority System (UMMIPS), 24 August 1966.

b. AR 10-5, Organization ard Functions, Department of the Army,

14 September 1967.
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c. AR 15-9, Department of the Army Distribution/Allocation Cowittee,

5 September 1967.

*d. CSR 11-6, Army Programs, Program Budget Guidance,

3. EXPLANATION OF TERMS.

a. Resources. Personnel, materiel, supplies, and services used, con-

trolled and/or performed by the Department of the Army.

b. Su2port. The units and activities assigned the primary mission

of providing tactical or administrative support to the activity with

which they are grouped.

4. MAJOR POLICIES.

a. Format and Content.

(1) The Department of the Army Master Priority List (DAMPL) and

accompanying instruct!-ns constitute the single source for Department of

the Army priorities and policies relating thereto.

(2) The format for the Department of the Army Master Priority List,

and instructions for the dissemination and use of the zaster list are con-

tained in Appendix A.

(3) All US Army forces/activities and such other agencies that are

supported with Army resources are to be identified within one of the

master list priorities.

b. Order of Precedence. The master priority list order of precedence

is developed upon a framework of US Army forces/activities positioned in

order of their required resou-ce levels among other US Army forces/activ-

ities competing for the same resources. Remaining forces/activities that

direct and support the operating forces are integrated into the priority

framework in order of their relative need and importance and in consonance
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with directives from higher authority. Special materiel requirements such

,'s war reserves, iuaintenance floats, prepositioned equipaent, etc., are

also integrated Into the priority framework as required.

c. Changes and Exceptions. Recommendations for changes or ex-

ceptions to the master priority list and policies relating thereto

will be prncessed in accordance with the instructions prescribed for

'hat purpose. Exceptions to the master list made in accordance with

the provisions of reference 2c are excluded.

d. Sched-ile for Review, Update, and Chan&e. The Department of

the Army Master Priority List and related policies will be updated

aually during the period January - March and reviewed quarterly and

changed as necessary to insure that timely guidance concerning priori-

ties is provided. The master list and related policies will remain

in effect until changed, superseded, or rescinded.

e. Dissemination. The DA Master Priority List and related

policies and changes thereto will be disseminated in accordance with

reference 2d.

5. RESPONSIBILITIES. The Office, Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations,

will:

a. Evaluate continuousty and maintain a responsive Department

of the Army Priority System that is in consonance with the provisions

of reference ?a.I

b. Develop and maintain the Department of the Army Master Priority

List and associate policies that provide timely guidance to Army

managers for the allocation and distribution of Army resources.
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c. Provide direction for and coordinate with other Army Staff

agencies the annual update and periodic review and change of the

Department of the Army Master Priority List and associate policies

as prescribed in paragraph Sd above.

d. Coordinate the publication and distribution of tile Department

of the Army Master Priority List and associated policies and instruc-

tions in accordance with reference 2d,

e. Coordinate, document, and disseminate policy guidance that

results in change or exception to the Department of the Army Priority

System and Master Priority List.

(ODCSOPS)

BY DIRECTION OF TF_ ChttF OF STAFF:

DISTRIBUTION:

A

*NOTE: PRIMAR Project 3-9 is considering the problem of

improving guidance to subordinate commands. PRIMAR

Project 3-9 will recommend a revised CSR 11-6 that

addresses _i~e dissemination of the DA Master

Priority List and related policies and instructionA.
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APPENDIX A

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND POLICIES
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY MASTER PRIORITY LIST

(DAMPL)

1. INTRODUCTION. It is necessary to identify by priority listing

the relative importance of competing demands for Department of the

Army resources. The master list establishes priorities for US Army

forces/activities and provides the basis for disseminating the major

policies that relate to priorities.

2. PRIORITIES,

a. Priority Levels. The master priority list precedence is

based upon a framework of five basic prlority levels. The criteria

for each pricrity level are defined Rs follows:

(1) First priority.

(a) US Army forces engaged in general war.

(b) Other US Army forces as designated by the JCS.

(2) Second priority.

(a) US Ar forces engaged in active combat short of

general war.

(b) US Army forces maintained in a state of operational

readiness for immediate combat operations upon the outbreak of

hostilities.

(c) Other US Army forces or activities assigned missions

of such importance as to warrant priority equal to tnat of the forces

in 2a (2) (a) and (b), above.
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(3) bird priority. dpydo en anaad~

(a) US ArmyfocsdpydobenmaniedIa

state of operational readiness for deployment hefore %0+O~930 un! .ts

Included).

(b) US Army activitic assignod missions oi- sL~ch P.rk

gree of Importance as to warrant priority equal to that of US forces In

2a (3) (a).

(4) Fourth priority.

(a) US Army forces being *aint ined In a state of

operational readiness for deployment after D+30 aind befire D+90.

(b) US Army activities assigried inisons of such a de-

gre ot importance to warra',t priority eq o thait of I'S Army forces

in 2a (4) (a),

(5) Fifth pricirity,

deployment after D+90. i~ zz ~~ s o

b. Frc*Actvtt Deigntors Inaccrdece ithDODInstructions

4410.6, a torco/activity designator (a rocutn nuLmeral) Is assigned to

each of the five priority levels. 6.g., th:, ftoi-e/activ't~y designator

for the third prior'ty !evel Is Identified ,4s IORCI2/ACTIVITY DESIMNATOR

(F/AD. III),

c. Nuaeri#,al 11stinf. Within theo fiamework of the f1v~e ~s~

priority lovvis, US Army fcrces are iistcd in order of precedence and

oeuignied separato personi arn:' Iogistics priorities expressed ar ,

mixed nuimber. The whole nuAsbe-, of tho mixod nru~ber identifies the
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basic pric'rity level under which the mixed number or priority 5s

listed. [hMs, the whole number in the first priority level is 1, the

whole number in the second priority level is 2, and so on for the five

priority levels. A decimal fraction is then assigned to each whole

number, The resultant mixed nLumbers (e.g., 2.08, 3.20, 4.105, etc.)

are listed on tha waster lIst under personnel and logistics as numerical

priority irdicato. for forces/activities. The smallest mixed number

represents the bighest priority on the master list and within each of

the five priority levels. Die numerical listing within a priority level

reflects the normal order oi: precdence or priority. A decimal fraction

Is not normally expressed in more than three decimal places (e.g., 0.123).

d. Assignment. A priority is assigned to an identifiable manage-

ment entity. For examiple, when a priorit,. is assigned to an activity

such as a US Army off-shore base, all inits or activities that constitute

that off-shore base are identified, grouped and assigned a single

priority so that they can be considered as a single management entity.

On Lhe other hand, if some units or activities of the off-sh,,re base

ihAve ditf*-enL functional missions from a resource standpoint, then

they arp entlfied as a sep&rate management entity and assigned a

~di f erenL P; lo !iviy

3, OiS%r .. N AND USE. the DAMPL is disseminated oy Headquarters,

Departmn;if of th- Army and promulgates major policies ond instructions

reiating to priorities. [he DAMPL is intenjed for use only by the addressea.

4. CLASSIFICATION. the Master Priority List is classified "SECRET".

Individual priorities are "FOUO" unles' the identification of or a
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ch~geInpririv ould comprise aclassflted mission.isPort

as Inclosuro 1-
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INCLOSURE 1 TO APPENDIX A
ILLUSTRATIVE FO(lMAT

DEPARTMENT OF ThL ARMY MA T ER PRIORITY LIST

SECRET I/

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY MASTER PR!ORITY LIST (U)

ORDER OF PRECEDENCE - 196

FORCE/ACTIVIITY 2/ PERSONNEL 3/ LOGISTIC- 3/

FIRST PRIORiTY (FORCE/ACi'IVITY DESTGNATOR (_LA;

US t~rmy forces engaged in general war7 or any other forces designated

by the JCS.

SECOND PRIORITY (FuRCE ' DES.GNATOR__F/_.!.

US Army forces engaged in active conba short of general war or

being maintained in A sta-e of operia:onal readiness for immediate

combat operations Li-on :h e a-tbreak at hostilities; and other forces

or activities assigned mis iions of such importance af :o uarraat priority

equal to that of such forces.

THIRD PRIORITY (FORCE/AC-IVIIY DESIGNATOR (F/AD): i

US Army forces deployed or being maintained in a state of opera-

tional readiness for deployment before D+30 (D+30 units included);

&and US Army activities assigned missions of such a degree of impor-

trance as to warrant priority equal to that of US Army forces de-

ployc or being maintained in a state of operational readiness for

deployment.

FOURTH PRIORITY (FORCE/ACI'IVI1Y DESIGNATOR (F/AD): IV)

US Army forces being maintained in a state of operational readiness

for deployment after "1+30 and before D+90; arid US Army activities
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assigned missions vf such a degree of Importance as to warrant priority

to that of such forces.

FIFTH PRIORITY (FORCE/ACIIVITY DESIGNATOR (F/AD): V)

US Army forces being maintained in a state of readiness for deploy-

aent after D+90.

SECRET /

NOTES.

1. Defense Classification markings are only for instructional pur-

poses*

US Army forces/activities to be assigned a priority will be

entered under the applicable priority level.

3. A priority, expreised as a mixed numberwill be assigned to each

US Army force/activity for either personnel and logistics or both,

as required.
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DRAFT CSR

RULES OF FILL FOR RESOURCE DISTRIBUTION

Effective until unless sooner rescinded or superseded.

CHIEF OF STAFF REGULATION) DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NO. ) OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF

WASHINGTON, D.C.,

ADMINISTRAIIGN

Rules of Fill for Resource Distribution

1. PURPOSE, The purpose of this regulation is to prescribe the

rules of fill for distr...tion of resources in the personnel and

equipment distribution models and to assign the staff responsibilities

for management of related artivities.

2. REFERENCES.

a. AR 1-I, The Army Planning System, dated

b. AR 10-5, Organization and Functions, Department of the Army,

dated May 1965.

c Final Report PRIMAR Project: 3-2, dated

3. SCOPE. This regulation covers the rules of fill from preparation

of force authorizations (distr.bution objectives), through applica-

tion of ADP calculation, to consolidation of the separate distri-

butions and preparation of analysis 'splays and resource allocations.

4. RULES OF FILL (ROF).

a. Definition. Rules of fill are a set of standardized require-

ments which will be designed into resource distribution schemes for

all ADP distribution actions made for the purposes of:
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(1) HQ DA readiness capabilities analysis.

(2) HQ DA or NICP allocation or authorization for filling

unit or force requirements for personnel and equipment,

b, Essential Elements of ROF. The following specific actlvities

or distrib".Zion criteria are essential ;o ROF, and are thereby governatt

by this regulation:

(1) 11rprmia of unit or foice requirments, claimant lists,

for thrd distribution to be prepared.

(2) Formulas by which dtstrilution calculations will be made.

(3) Compilation and preparation of analytical or decision

displays from distribution calculatio.~s of the resource managers.

c. The Rules. Rules of fill prescribe minimum levels for re! .iurce

support of units of the Army based oi balanced support of m~ission pri-

orities. The rules are based on direct proportionate allocatIPIn Of

resource within each of ilve priori;;y distrit-,ation grours. Allocation.

follows command lines trom HQ DA tc th-e lowest le' el required for the

specific analysis.

5. RESPONSIBILITIES.

a. ACSFO,, Prepare CSM p~roviding detailed Instructions for Army

staf reeszonsibility fvir developIng and monitoring changes to rules

of fill. Ini.A~ce preparation aid coordinate Army staff development of

the distribution requirements fr'om the force authorization files. In

coordination with DCSOPS nrovids detailed information for the appli-

catiton of rules of fill during the conduct of capaibilities studies.

b. DCSPER. Provide invertory or projected inventory totals of
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p rsonnel avaltaoility ana prepare aistriDuVton cotats Lo Lhe Luz-cc

levels required for capabilities stucies. ProvidA *p rf- D

information to (central computer to le designated) for preparation

of analysis displays. I
La.iLOG. Provide inventory or projected inventory totals of

equipment availability. Prepire distribution totals, authorized

distribution objectives not prepared from force authorization files.

P Provide appropriate ADP information to (centrai computer) for prepara- i
tion of analysis displays.

d. (Contral computer agency to be determined). Provide con-

solidatioM of personnel and equipment distribution capabilities.

Prepoae analytical displays as required.

(ACSFOR)

BY DIRECTION OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF:

~D!SE BU !I ON :
i A
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